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Jonn Barth has set forth a highly regarded program for 
postmodernist fiction which he sees as "the best next thing" 
after the antithetical premises of premodernism and 
modernism. The literature of replenishment, as Barth has 
termed it, is aware of its origins and reaches beyond them, 
t1"anscer1ding the struggles -~~ween realism and irrealis1n, 
formalism and contentism, pure and committed literature and 
coterie and junk fiction to create new ways to tell stories 
that appeal to our still-human hearts and minds. This new 
fiction should be simpler and easier of access than the late 
modernist wc>rks which need explicators, annotators and 
illusion-chasers to make them understandable to the general 
reacler. Another characteristic of the literature of 
1"eplenishn1er1t. is tha·t it should yielcl on st1ccessive readir1gs 
much that was not apparent on the first reading, although 
th~t first reading should be so engaging that one delights 
in the rereading. 
Barth follows some personal esthetics in his own 
fiction as well. He believes in "passionate virtuosity," 
the abi,lity to·do a difficult ·thing ·well, arid admits to-..... 
delighting in complexity, even when it's arbitrary. Barth 
has a talent for and fascination with complex word games, 
narrative riddl~s, and unconventional structures. His 
playfulness extends to his own theories of fiction; he often 
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parodies them as well as illustrates them in his fiction. 
In spite of his receipt of the National Book Award for 
Fiction in 19q3 for Chimera, Barth's critical and popular 
reception has been mixed. Sabbatical: A Romance illustrates 
characteristics typical of Barth's writing style as well as 
of his general esthetics for postmodern fiction. 
success illustrates how difficult the program for 
postmodernism can be to execute. 
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John Barth's ~eories of Fictlon 
JOhn Barth has been preoccupied with the theory and 
process of fiction writing throughout his adult life. In 
addition to writing about, speaking on, and teaching 
fiction-writing for over two decades, he also has explored 
· the grammatical and even dramatic aspects of writing in one 
way or anotl1er in 1nost of his fiction. Often a 1notif in his 
fiction, his writing about writing has also more than once 
been the basis for the plot of his short stories or novels. 
While his own fiction has caused him to be labeled 
everything from a Black Humorist to a Postmodernist to a 
... ,,,.'-., 
Fabulist to an Obscure Riddler by critics, his commentary on 
contemporary writing has helped to define the state and 
shape of literature in the late twentieth century and to 
direct its future. 
This paper will outline Barth's sometimes 
controversial theories of fiction, survey the criticism it 
has engendered, and show how his theories are dramatized by, 
toyed with and contradicted in his 1982 novel, SabbaticcLL A 
Though Barth has modified his opinions on writing 
fiction over time, his basic precepts have remained the 
sa1ne. Several of his major essays on this topic, as well as 
lectures and other pieces of non-fiction collected over the 
last twenty years, have been reprinted in his 1984 book The 
Cl 
3 
Friday Book, which is useful because it is comprised of 
writings he selected as still important and representative 
today. Especially enlightening are his current comments, 
, clarifications, and apologies which introduce and give 
background on the pieces of writing. Through The Friday 
Book, essays, interviews, and his fiction, Barth, like miny 
of his protagonists, grants us the privilege of finding out 
where he is by reviewing where he's been and where he seems 
tc) be headed. Or, as Perseus describes it ir1 Chi1nera, "I 
tr1ought t<.) overtake wi tl-1 ur1ders·tandir1g my p:r·esent paragrapl-1 
as it were by exan1ining my paged past, arid thus pointed, 
proceed to tl1e future's t II c: f.:, n (.~ n (· (...:::. , .. J _, . '-' 
_.,. _,, (t31). 
A c·· ..:) :-:.-rly ac 1°5° t:.a - ... ) oL,_1, in an application for ar1 Englis11 
develop more rigorously disciplined eyAs, ears and 
reading of his work will confirm that he has an exceptional 
talent for arranging the sour1ds and rhythms of the English 
language. In fact, Barth attended Juilliard briefly to study 
orchestration before enrolling at Johns Hopkins University 
as ar1 undergradl1ate journali.sm n1ajor, ar1d he says, 11 at 
heart I'm an arranger still, whose chiefest literary 
pleasure is to take a received melody--an old narrative 
4 
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poem, a classical myth, a shopworn literary convention, a 
shard of my experience, a New York Times Book Review 
series--and, improvising like a jazzman within its 
constraints, reorchestrate it to present purpose" (Friday 
7). 
Just a few examples of his mastery and undeniable 
enjoyment of wordplay: 
"GrizzlE:d Fenwick----bald, l1r(Jwn, 
bearded, barrelchested--is a sailor since childhood; 
sunbt1rnt sharp- and shapely, since our marriage seven 
In our shallow Chesapeake, where the chop is 
steep and sea-room tight, we stay in port when tl1e forecast 
this paragraph a number of times here in my workroom 
Maryland and have not got it quite right yet, have not got 
it right quite yet, have not yet got it right, quite, but 
like the tide I shall move on now and later return" (Ftlday 
xi) . In ·the Sot-Weed Factor he offers the Riddle of the 
- ·~ - ' 
S.phir1ct.ers: 
"He is by mindless lus·t enge11de1,.ed arid by 
mindless wrench expelled, from the Eden of the Womb to the 
o/motley, mindless world. He is Chance's fool, the toy of 
ai1nless natu1:·e--ct 1nayf ly f li ttir1g down tl1e wings of Chaos!" 
(344). 
In a hilarious scene in which Perseus visits the 
5 
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Stygian nymphs in Chimera, 11 it was simply a n1atter of going 
there, holdig my dose thus agaist the biserable sbell those 
girls gave off, ad collectig frob theb the helbet, wallet ad 
winged saddles .... All Pemphredo said was to shut my eyes and 
follow my nose, not opening the former till I was obliged to 
close tr1e latter 11 ( 72). 
His command of the sounds and rhythms of the English 
language is immediately obvious, but tracing his attempts to 
explore the ideas and develop the rigorously disciplined 
attitudes he mentioned in his application \akes a little 
rnore work. 
The premise behind all of Barth's writing and, he 
believes, behind the writing of all serious authors is that 
the Author is creator of his • L1ni 'ler :3E-3: "T}1e art.is t,, 
.Pct.rt. i c; tl l cl 1, l y t t1 e r1 C). v e 1. i .2; t , 
Iii-
• i.n 1.11· (.~ (~ ~;~ ,.:, f .) ),-J r. (':::, <::: 1 ._, _. ..., ..., _., J. • ~ _., ._, ' w i. st1es 
to explain nor to control nor t.o understand the • 1...1r1i verse: 
he wants to make one of his own, and may aspire to make it 
more orderly, meaningful, beautiful,and interesting than the 
011e God tur11ed ot:1:t '' ( Friday l 'l) . Tl1ose ur1i verses rnay be:! 
fantastical, as in Giles, Goat Boz; quasihistorical farce, 
as in The Sot:Weed Factor; or a carefully blended mixture of 
realism and irrealism, as in The Floating Opera and 
Sabbatical. 
-----·- But in each case, they are distinctly Barthian 
universes\ resembling the one we live in only when Barth 
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chooses to make them do so. 
Bal'·th has no proble1n with the "conditions of ·the worl·d, 
just wi.th the facts of it 11 (Tatham 60). Phenomenologically 
speaking, reality is an illusion. Even if one did want to 
describe the real world, Barth maintains that it's 
impossible to record the facts accurately, because the very 
act of describing an action inevitably distorts it. Then, 
as readers, copy of that. description, which • lS a 
second step removed from reality. Barth cites a real-life 
(not a realistic) example in a speecl·1 at the University of 
South Dakota Wri-ters Conference (McKenzie 141) in which he 
' 
•~•' C: (-'t.l t• t,•v - . ,, F- tr. . t 
. er,.;.Jell . .:.), 11I . .:> y_, (is) wandering in the desert; I wanted to 
l1ave hi111 say: Just then I would have swaf>ped Mycenae for a 
cold draught (of beer) and a s1>ot of shade to sip it in. 
Nc)W i r1 tt1e Rctndc)nl flc)u s e edj_ ti or1, tl1i s C.; a1ne ()ll t: f c)1... a (~ c)l d . 
. . , 7 
dra11ght and a spot of shade to dip it I d.idn' t catc}1 
the error in time, and so there are already three editions 
in other languages in which ~dip it in' has been faithfully 
translated. I realized when you multiply that sort of 
error, what we must say is not that this is the book, but 
that this is a copy of the book. Even if it were a perfect 
copy, as there never are, I suppose, it's not the book, it's 
a copy of the book." 
7 
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The problems with language do not end there. Since tr1e 
universe is constantly changing, the description is no I ;f 
, 
longer true even as it is being written, because its subject 
is no longer the same object. 
Henry Burlingame describes it 
well in ,;I'.he Sot..=:We...fill_ li'actqr: "A man must alter wil.ly-nilly 
in's flight to the grave; he is a river running seawards, 
that is ne'er the same from hour to hour ... : the very 
universe is naught but change and motion" (125-126). 
The most fict.ion can hope to approximate i:s "a true 
representation of the distortion that everyone makes of 
life," Barth told interviewer Alon Prine<::: (Morrell ~JO). 
But even more of a drawback than the phenomenological 
problem of rea.lity for tho novelist is the fact that real.ism 
God wa.~sn' t too bad of a novel .i :3 t, except hP 
was a realist. Some of the things he did are 
right nice: the idea that ontogeny 
recapitu.lates phylogeny is a master stroke; df 
you thought that up you'd be proud of yourse¥. 
But a certain kind of sensibility can be m~de ~ 
very uncon1fortable by the rec:ognition oft 
arbitrariness of physical facts and the 
inabililty to escape their .finality. Take 
France, for ex.ample: Ii~rance is shaped like a 
tea pot, and Italy is shaped like a boot. Well, 
okay. But the idea that that's the only way 
it's ever going to bP, that they'll never be 
shaped like anything else--that could get to you 
after a while. Robert Louis Stevenson could 
never get used to the fact that people had two 
ears, funny looking things, and eyeballs in 
their heads; he said it's enough to make you 
8 
~,.ili •(" 
., ·" 
scream. I agree. (Dembo et al 23) 
Though these phenomenological and arbitrary limits on 
realism in fiction may frustrate the average aware writer, Barth turns the subject of the limits of realism into a 
topic in his fiction. Ir1 .TJ1e End of tr1e Roa~, Jake I-Io.r·ner' s 
.. 
forte • lS "a1 .. ·ticulatic>n," tt1e act of turning experience into 
speech-·- II t,r1at to classify, to categorize, to 
• 1S, 
conceptualize, to grammarize, to synctify it-·--is always a 
betrayal of experience, a falsification of it; but only so betrayed can it be dealt with at all> and only in doing it 
" 
d i d I eve 1: f~ e e 1 a m ct r1 , ct ~l i v E~ a rt d k i c ]~. i 11 g ( 11 9 ) . " 
novel, Jake turns ·to Scriptotherapy, C)r a therapeutic 
program of wri·ting, to come to grips with reality and to act in the real world. 
In a different use of the cc,ncept of realism, Barth 
preser1ts [1abba·tic:!al as a r1ov~e:L-ir1-·pr·ogress, (~C)mplete wi tJ:1 
author's notes on how it is not reflecting reality 
completely. Fc>r exarnple, Fenwic;k ir1t1·ocluces a "Dialog1...1e or1 Diction, three days later, safely at arichor in Poe Cove, Key Island, Virginia, .. wt1icr1 is footr1oted t<) explair1 to tr1e 
. 
l"ectder II arid reconstructed l1er'e f r·o1n Fex1wick ,-s 'r1otebook for 
our story, where Susan sound~ sometimes more pedantic than 
she ever ever is" ( 11 ) . 
For Barth, though realism is an inadequate and boring 
! 9 
·' 
approach to use in writing a novel, it is an appropriate, 
and interesting, topic for one. 
There are other ways 
Bartr1. One is shameless, 
around realism, according to 
boldfaced lies ;.,hich Q,t pretend 
to represent reality: 
''The storyteller's stocl{·-in-·trade, 
after all, is lies, not facts, and though he may require a 
few seeds of truth from which to sprout his fabrication, 
there's nothing in his contract obliging him to spill those 
beans, and too many of them will onJ.y clutter up his pJ.ot," 
Bar· t }1 t C) 1 d an a l.1 d i. e r1 c E~ i r1 .1 9 6 4 ( Mo .r ~ e 11 6 4 ) . 
be .s t ex a rn p 1 e s o f J:1 i 1 ctr i <) L1 :3 , f a. l"' f (~ -t, ,~ }1 e d 1 i e s t 1121 t~. ~i n c l u de l-l 
grain of truth are found in the fictional account of the 
Another way around realism is magic, or more correctly 
in the skeptical twentieth century, passionate, mysterious 
( ir1 tl1e c~ollectior1 Lost. i:r1 the Fur1t1ou.2_e), or tr1e 
reappearance of Fenwick's boina in Sabbatical: 
... 
Magic is what chiefly saves Scheherazade's 
~tales ... a A1evice we~ may hardly use ·tc)dasr, fc)1· 
the realistic tradition and its accompanying 
cultural history are under our belts, for better 
or worse, and may not be ignored. They may, · 
however, be come to terms with and got beyond, 
not by the use of f a1."ce alor1e, surely, but,f arce 
infused with passion--and with mystery, which, 
older than magic, still enwraps our lives as it 
does the whole queer universe. In passionate, 
10 
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mysterious farce, I think, lies also the possibility of transcending categories more 
' profound than Tragedy and Comedy: I mean the 
•' 
distinction between Tragedy and Mystery--or, if you like, tragicism and mysticism, the finest 
expressions respectively of tl1e Western and Eastern spirits. (Friday 59) 
("4 • 
t..=• l nc~ e , j.n Barth's opinion, ·the novelist's job is to 
offer not a view of the cosmos bt1t a cosmos itself (Friday 
17), it's not surprising that a1nong the contemporary 
novelists he admires most is Jorge Luis Borges, creator of 
tr1c~ myt1'1.i Ca 1 
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( 11 <) l" e <) r1 t }1 e ~~1 e ct r1 d C) t. }1 e l" Et lJ t r1 C:'.I r :3 1 a. t. er" . ) 
Wi.thin these infinite alter·natives to realism, however, 
passior1ately. 
evaluate what the best and most memorable literatur~ is 
about and finds it is literature th.at speaks most directly 
to our minds and hearts. Ir1 a 1964 afterwarcl to Tobias 
Smollett's Roderick Random, Barth says that the best 
subjects for fiction are 11 adventure and adversity--hazarding 
11 
forth and overcoming .... Those ancient, most profoundly 
lifelike human sports, the obstacle race and the scavenger 
hunt, are also the oldest, appealingest matter for the 
storyteller" (_Friday 40). 
In an interview eight years later, he talks of the 
importance of story: "The element of story·- -just sheer, 
extraordinary, marvelous story .... it is refreshing, it seems 
to me, fc)r w·ri·te.r·s to t>ec.~()Ine i.nterested ir1 yar·r1s-····el.aborate 
lies. The Arabian Nights may be a better mentor for many 
t "i,1 a r1 , s a y , tT . D . Sa 1 in g er " (Dembo et al 19). 
I n f act f l" an1 e :s t C) r i e s l i k ,~ :3 o 1n c-t de \Ta ' :::; The O c ea r1 of 
St_().r·y, tr1e F'a11cl1a ta_r1 trc1-1. __ ar1d e spec i 21.l l y ..'Ir1e 'I'hous arid and C)ne 
clain1s that as an undergraduate at Johns Hopkins he worked 
off his tui·tion by filing books in the library's Classics 
Department, and discovered these marvelous, rambling oceans 
of s·tory. 
Scheherazade became and • 1S still his muse, embodying 
J~i te1~ally tr1e axio1r1 11 publ.is}1 or perisl-1": 
Yarning tirelessy through the dark hours to 
save her neck .... For me its rich dark 
circumstances, mixing the subtle and the coarse, 
the comic and the grim, the realistic and the 
fantastic, the apocalyptic and the hopeful, 
figure, among"other things, both the estate of 
the fictioner in general and the particular 
endeavors and aspirations of this one, at least, 
who can wish for nothing better than to spin 
12 
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like that vizier's excellent daughter, through 
what nights remain to him, tales within tales 
within tales, full-stored, with description and 
discourse and rare traits and anecdotes and 
moral instances and reminisces ... proverbs and 
parables, chronicles and pleasantries, quips and 
jests, stories and ... dialogues and histories and 
elegies and other verses ... until he and his 
~cribblings are fetched low by the Destroyer of 
Delights. (Fridqy 59) 
Even Barth's fiction talks about what makes a good 
story: In "Life Story, " his story's subject, who is a story 
himself, says "If I'm going to be a fictional character ... I 
want to be in a rousing good Y~trn as they say, not some 
piece of avant-garde preciousness. I wapt passion and 
bravura action in my plot, heroes I can admire, heroines I 
can love, memorable speeches, colorful accessory characters, 
poetical language ... " (_L9.st in __ the Fun]:1ouse 119) . 
And anoth0..r character who .is a story, in "Anonymiad ., " 
echoes this sentiment.: "Whimsic fantasy, grub fact, pure 
senseless music--none in itself would do; to embody all and 
rise above each, in a work neither lo;gfaced nor idiotly 
grinning, but adventuresome, passionately humored, merry 
I 
with the pain of insight, wise and smiling in the terror of 
our life--that was my calm ambition'' (Lost in the Funhouse 
198) . 
Barth obviously admires a "good rousing yarn." But his 
13 
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own fiction is nothing like these descriptions. For 
- .,- ~ - - ... --...... , . 
example' II Life Story" is a piece of a~i{nt-garde 
preciousn~ss, on one level, ,nyway. His novels, expecially 
Giles Goat-Boy, Chimerq, The Sot-Weed Factor, and LETTERS, 
have been adversely criticized and 
hopelessly intricate word-games in 
sometimes dismissed as 
whicA plot is sacrificed 
in order to allow Barth to show off his literary prowess and 
technical virtuosity. To illustrate: After over twenty 
years of teaching and preaching the value of marvelous 
story, he writes this typically Barthian scene in 
Sabbcttical: 
In Sue's opinion it would be a breach of 
verisimilitude for either one of us to review 
t}1at case [ the s-t.rar1ge true::: cz.-lse C)f J,,)}1r1 A1~t}1Lll" 
Paisley] to the other as we sail along, when 
both of us know the details painfully well. 
That particular narrative lapse is called Forced 
Exposition .... There'll be none of that, Susan 
says, in our story. 
Fenn ponders, then suggests Suppose the 
author does it straight out, instead of putting 
it into the characters' mouths? ... He wonders 
whether here mayn't be an advantage of novels 
over plays (he has thought of trying our story 
as a play): that we can come in as author and 
give the reader a spot of briefing as needed. 
Rigr1t? 
Susan guesses so, if we do it adrc>itly. 
Otherwise it's Author Intrusion. (Sabbatical 85) 
Barth knows what the "problem" with his fiction is. 
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His short stc)ry "Lost in the Funhouse.. diagnoses itself arid 
this cl1aracteristic of Barth's writing with this quote: "A 
long time ago we should have passed the apex of E'reitag's 
Triangle and made brief work of the denouement; the plot 
doesn't rise by 1near1ingful steps, but winds upon itself, 
digresSfjS, 1·etreats, hesitates, sighs, collapses, expires" 
(Lost in tl1e Funhouse 96). 
Wl1ich brings LlS tc.:, a focal pc)int. of t.t1e cri ticis1n c)f 
I:3artr1' s f i<~tion: if he's so enamored of marvelous story and 
elaborate~ lies, understands drama·tic devices like 
'1 
exposition, susper1se; f lasr1baclts, and der1ouemertts, and l-1as 
such a way with words, wt1y doesn't he write riveting CIA spy 
In a controversial essay published first in Atlantic 
Mc)r1 "tf1_lY. i 11 19 6 '7 , ct11cl n C.>W 1·e g,1 rd eel cl s ., C;r.1€~ C) f tl1e 1nc)_r·e 
frequently reprinted, wid~ly ; commented rpon, and highly 
,, 
' t pc) :3 -t n1 o cl e 1~ 11. ',~l-:Yt e 1:· a r y a e s t 11 i r~ ' .. 
into why he, and, he believes, other serious novelists, 
cannot, in good conscience, write unself-conscious, earnest 
novels of traditional genres any more. With a fervor he 
later explains was in paI·t an overreaction to the seemingly 
apocalyptic nature of the world and literature that he felt 
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in the late sixties, during the Viet Nam rioting at the 
State University of New York in Buffalo where he taught, he 
writes: 
Suppose you're a writer by vocation ... and you feel, for example, that the novel, if not r1a1·rati ve li terattlre in ger1eral, if r1c>t, t}1e printed word altogether, has by this hour of the world just about shot its bolt, as Leslie Fiedler and others maintain. (I'm inclined to agree with reservations and hedges. Literary forms certainly have histories and historical contingencies and it may well be that~ the novel's time as a major art form is up as the 
"t in1e s" c)f c 1 tJ s s i cc1l tr"agedy, Ital i ctn arid C1er1nc:-ir1 grand opera or the sonnet- sequence came to be. NC) 11 e ,~ e s s a r· y c~ a tl :3 e f o 1" cl 1 a 1.:· 1n i r1 t, 11 i s a t a J_ 1 , except perhaps to certain novelists, and one way to l1 an. d 1 e s ll C; 11 cl f e e 1 i r1 g rn i g ]1 ·t 1J (; ·t C) w 1~ i t (.:~ cl n c, v e 1 Et b <) Ll t i t . . . ) ( Fri d a_y 7 1 -- 2 ) 
The contemporary novelist's challenge, h13 says, is ·to 
acknowledge that the twentieth century does exist, that 
the .1"' <::_~ are ct t, 1 east " f e ]_ ·t~ u 1 t j_ n1 a c2 i es , i r1 (~ v er y·t hi r1 g f r 01n 
weaponry to theology, the celebrated dehumanization of 
SC)<~.iety, and tl1e r1.isto1"'y C)f t.he n<)vel ( Ifrida_y 67)" ar1<.1 t.,o 
create out of that knowledge art which turns back on or 
transcends these ultimacies to create a story that s·till 
appeals to both our hearts and minds, as true liteature 
always does. 
H . t. . e <~l'l 1c1zes ·t}1e "happer1ir1g artists" of all types who 
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are technically up to date but do not speak to the human 
condition. They have bright ideas but no virtuosity, a 
value Barth finds extremely important in art: "Personally, 
being of the temper that chooses to rebel among traditional 
lines, I'm inclined to prefer the kind of art that not many ,. ··- .. 
pe<.:>ple can do: the kir1d t,}1a.t . .r·eqctires ex11er·tise and 
artistry as well as bright aesthetic ideas and/or 
ir1spiratic)rl" ( FridctY 65) . 
On the other hand, he also find~ fault witl1 
coni~emporary writers who ·try to speak to the human 
a wri.ter--though I would add tt1at ·this least important 
,,... . " .. -::- ... . .. . - . -... ,..,. .. .. .... ~ ,-.., ..., ~ , .. ~ •.""" -. . . ..... tt . b b l ·1 
. ·1 ct .r l u t f·_. 1n c:.i y e n e v e r L 1 e . . <::.., ;:) s e, .:i •. :) <::: J'.1 t., 1 ct . . In any case, to be 
technical.ly out of date is likely to be a genuine defect: 
( F' rid ay 6 f3 ) . 
If a writer can transcend these felt ultimacies, 
Borges dicl in. "Pier1~e Me11:.Jr·(i, Aut.:.r10.r· C)f ·t1'1e Qt.1ixote, 11 11 tr1er1, 
and only then, can one rediscover validly the artifices of 
language and literature--such far out notions as grammar, 
punctuation ... even characterization! Even plot! if one goes 
about it the right way, aware of what one's predecessors 1 
17 
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r1ave been up to" (Friday 68). 
Seventeen years la-Ler, after taking some pretty heavy 
criticsm from those who apparently read in his essay an 
announce1nent of the demise of the novel, Bartl1 writes, a bit 
defensively, it seems to me, in his introduction to the 
although he sniffs II t .. r·aces 
tea.r i~·as i11 its rr1argir1s" a.nd admi-ts tl1at it is m<Jre s·trident 
t 11 cl r1 11 E~ w () t 1 l d 1n a k e i t now , t, l1 e cl" :i ti c s 1n i s re ct d i ·t i f~ they 
a call to transcer1d t}1e used-··up literary· forn1s c1f ·the pas·t 
<~ C: rL t. U 1~ Y . I I P ~ y s w L 1.,. t 1 · · c- t 1· ] l · · .. r .r.. -· e <.:::' w 1.· ·t-, 1-·1 t., ·1r1 (~ <.:::: ... '.:::: :--; ~ y '-~ · .... s ci . · .. rt (J · ·  1 ;:1 -, -1 E::! ...:, _ _ {.:1. g e .. , ._, 1 [ . _ _ ,.., ~ ~~l .__, 
main thrust, "that virtuosity i:3 a virtue, and ~at what 
") 
'::.i r ·t· • i' C"{'·- ,:-:· f ,:::.:. ~~ l· Cl - ....J • •:..J '-' -' . .- 1·· - t ·l ·t- .. t }-· ~~ c:· t ,":~ 1·· ,e:.:) -) i~ ·t·· l-1 t=-· W () ·t·· 1 (1 -::~ r .. 1 d ,:::l J ( J ., .J .. l -- ._) -.·l J ._., (_ 
_.., .. . - l c., . 1,. t t (_-.. f-, t 1 1 <-:: ~3 ·. c-t .. e } 
t., }1 e .i I' a :rt:, i s 1 c~ s s i 1n J;) () r ·t cl r1 ·t ·t 11 C:i r1 v111 u t, t, 11 E: y cl C) w i -L l1 t 1-1 a t, 
f 1 ' e, E~ (-?, l .ng ( .Fx· i da_1t( E) 4 ) . 
Barth atte1npts to refine and define l1is expectations of 
t t II cc)r r·ec~ 1 ve 
In it, he atte1npts to define the term 
writing he callecl fot' in "'fhe Li te1'a.tt11:--e of Exl1au:stior1." 
To define his version of postmodernism, he first 
summarizes his description of the characteristics of 
18 
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modernism, for which he turns to Professor Gerald Graff of 
Northwestern University, and then embellishes with his own 
observations. The characteristics are as follows: a 
rejectior1 of ·tr1e cor1ver1tior1s of 1~ealistic li terat.ure; a 
move1nent away fron1 J.inear narrative, plot, characterization, 
and cause-and-effect logic; a tor1e of self-mockery; an 
elevation of the SLtbjective over the objective; 
adds, the alienated role of the artist in society, the 
emphasis on la11guage and technique over cont.ent, and the 
A checklist of modernists fallir1g into his category ir1cludes 
T. ~3. Elic)t, WiJ_liarn Faulkr1e.!r, Ar1.cii-·e (]iclE~, Jt1n1t~::; ._Joy·(.:!e, 
Franz Kafka, Thon1as Marin, Robert Musil, Ezra Pound, Marcel 
Proust, Gertrude Stein, Miguel de Unam11no, and Virginia 
A rt C) ·t l-1 e x· c h c.::-t r i3 c ·t e l" i :s t, i c~ C) f mo cl er n i st f i c ·t. i C) n ~s ., 
2r~c-~nrd1·n.g ·t- B-r~t~ --l- - , .,o d. 11, is their difficulty of access to the 
general reader, wl1ich, he notes, is no·t necessarily inherent 
in high standards of craftsmanship. Tl1is difficulty in turn 
chasers, to mediate between text and reader .... the present 
reaction against it is perfectly understandable and to be 
sympathized ~ith .... we really don't need more Finnegans 
Wake and Pisan Cantos with its staff of tenured p-rofessors 
" 
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to explain i·t to us" (Friday 201-2). 
So the challenge of postmodernism, according to Barth, 
is to transcend both the nineteenth-century middle-class 
realism and the reaction to it, modernis1n. Tl1e ideal post-
modernist novelist "has tr1e fi.r·st half of our c!er1tL1ry under 
his belt, but not on l1is back. 
or artistic simplism, shoddy craftsmanship or Madison Avenue 
venality, or either false or real naivete, he nevertheless 
aspires tc> a fi.<:!t,ior1 rno.re cjemoc1·atic ir1 i.ts a:r;>peal" (Friday 
~), (]' 3 ) tl,. 
.... 11 ctr1 t l1 e s C)ln et i in e s e 1 i t i s t n1 C) cl e .r-· 11 i :3 t, s . 
Using one of ]~is favori·te lmages, the synthesis of twin 
oppc)s i te:s, 
f 1. ('l t 1· r·· n ·:::i ..... f "1 } 1 -w ~- . . ·-' ,) . <.:..t::> t .. (_) ,5 · 
be .. t -r.7 e e- r1 r· " ·-- 1 J. (~ n1 ~ n . .J 1· r I" - ·- J 1· -- rr1 .·f- C) r-- 1.,.1 ;"01 =·L :=.·, 1n 'E_ .. t rJ. c...:l ' <"- ()_ n t. ,_=~ r1 ·t .·1·. ,::: 1..,.., , ' ...; ! V' ..J .., . C-, c:l - .._) cl ll . - .. c; c.l . . . ~ ' - J -:.,l - -
- , ..., J.I 
p ll re ,3 rL d (~ c) min J t "'t ed. 1 i i~ er· cl t 1..1 re , c () t er i e f i c~ t i CJ r1 ct r1 cl j Ltr1k 
f t t. • II 1 (; -·- ]. () fl . CC l"'lP ~ 1 .. 1· r1 _I i' ·t ··t C 1-- i· s f i' ·i-~ ,;;• t l () ye:~ l)1l1 -, l1 -. .) J - I..A. • - • £-::, ., _) . 1 ... .L .:J 
_J_ '-' ' .{, ;::, (_,. ' l-1e acl cl ;~s ) 
cJr classicttl • J - '7 ,-.,. . cl w t:..i • ITlU S l (; : 
• c: 1 ·i c·· c ,~ ,::, c· i ·v = 
..._., "-' -· '-' ,::) .._, C, listenings or close examination 
of the score ·that one didn't catch the first time ·through; 
but the first time t}1rough sl1ould be so ravishing--and not 
j t.J. s ·t to spec i a 1 i st !3 -- -· ·that (J n e de 1 i g r1 t s i r1 t. J:1 e 1· e p 1 ay 
( Fl'" i cl ay 2 0 3 - 4 ) . " 
!,'. •• .-•• 
Baith numbers among his postmodernist cronies William 
Gass, John Hawkes, Donald Barthelme, Robert Coover, Stanley 
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Elkin, Thomas Pynchon, Kurt Vonnegut, Samuel Beckett, Jorge 
Luis Borges, Vladimir Nabokov, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, and 
Ital a Cal vir10. 
His essay, though instructive and enlightening, must by 
its nature resort to hair-splitting to place some of the 
works between premodernist, modernist, late 111odernist and 
postmodernist categ?~ies. But he qualifies this 
excell.ent teacher is likely to teach well no rnatter what 
aesthetic principles. Indeed, I believe that a truly 
splendid speci1nen in whatever aesthetic model will pull 
~r·1·t1·c_-~~.l i'd,~oJ.c-Jgy· t)A~11·.·r1d 1·t li'k~ -r -,c-·r lir -~ ·tr~1·11·rg 
'-' <.-1 ..._, - - J. . - J . ""G d. .l (_) (_, .;j d .. l -· .I. (:; .J.. .. cl. J. 
s eag··u 11 ~; ,, ( -~,l" i. clay 2 () 0 ) . 
With a progra1n of informed l1istorical perspective and a 
healthy respect for the classical sense of story behind him, 
and a universe of his own creation before him, how ·then does 
Here Barth is descriptive rather than prescriptive; his own 
preferences and proclivities concern him. What others write 
about is merely a mild source of interest, and-- if he were 
to be believed --jealousy. (In an interview with L. S. Dembo 
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recorded in Jhe Contemporary W~iter: Interviews with Sixteen 
Novelists and Poets, l1e confides, tongue-in-cheek, ··r read 
... 
things ... with a sense of competition and jealousy. It puts 
me down when I read anything good by my contemporaries. 
Mostly I read student papers ... I couldn't read [James] 
' 
Baldwin's book because it seemed to me he was writing a 
turn--of-the-century r1ovel, technically, about mid-·twentieth 
So Ba.ldwin cheered me up. What I liked 
about Another Counta was that I didn't admire it" (21). 
Orie goal for tl1e cor1tempo.r·a1·y a.r·tist, accc)rdi.r1g to 
Barth, is to create images so vivi~, that speak so directly 
to our hearts and minds, that they ·transcend their form--
' 
that copy of the imperfect description of the imagination--
to create realities of their own. Barth calls these 
It's also an aspect of the story that could be most easily 
translated into another medium without loss. 
creation of a movie or a TV show or an opera" (Reilly 22). 
Barth-notes four of his favorite images in fiction, all 
of which transcend the fprms in which they're written: 
Odysseus trying to get home, Scheherezade telling her \ 
stories, Don Quixote riding with Sancho across La Mancha, 
' . 
. ;.._.,;,. 
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and Huckleberry Finn floating down the river (Reilly 23). 
Barth has also attempted to create those memorable 
images in his fiction, with varying degrees of success: 
Giles Goat Boy and his revised New Testament/Syllabus for 
his universe/university in Giles Goat Boy; qctas i. -mytr1ical 
he1~c)es PerseL1s ar1cl Bellero1)hor1 st1."'i vir1g for im1nortali ty ir1 
Chimera's "Perseid" ar1d "Belleropr1c>r1iad," respec·tively; 
Henry Burlingame, master of the 1nasks in The Sot-·Weed 
Facto~; and., I believe, most successfully, Scheherazade and 
To call the topics of Barth's fiction wide-ranging 
would be an understatement. His novels' plots have ranged 
composed of two men with antithetical approaches to life, 
and a woman as equivocal about whose philosphy 
she is about whose sperm impregnated her; to a I .1·c)mar1ce; spy 
Cl1esapeake Bay. His short stories have included plots from 
the complair1t of a Siamese twir1 who ·got the 11 short end of 
tJ:1e stic:!k 11 to a sperm's spawr1ir1g to\.va.r·d tr1e t.ll tima·te Egg. 
His standards, however, are consistent across these 
disparate topics and forms: 
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My notion of the way to make fiction, 
correctly, carefully, is to make fiction 
resonate, reflect, emblemize the main concerns 
of the fiction: your choice of place, your 
choice of viewpoint, your choice of language, 
your choice of cadence, your choice of 
punctuation, your cast of characters, your whole 
aesthetic premises about writing fiction ir1 so far as you have enough intelligence to be aware 
of them and imagine them and pu·t them to use. I like thein to be relevant rather than merely 
g 1, a -t l1 i toll s . ( Mc Ke r1 z i e l 5 1 ) 
Ifc_Jllowir1g 11is reac·tior1 agt1inst~ t.ht3 cliff j_ctil ty of ctccess 
in the modernists' works, which require a coterie of 
II 1 t t exp i ca ,C)_r· s, ct 111-1 s i <) r1 - c~ 11 a s c~ rs , · ' Bar t }1 
advocates, with some hedges, a simpler form of writing. But 
his com1nents are far from unequivocal. 
" art i f i C! i l-=t 11 y i rn po s ed. cl i ff i cu 1 t i e t3 i r1 11 i ~;:; w C) r l{ 11 at ct 
Ur1iversity of South Dakota Wri·ters Conference in 1975, he 
1~epli.ed: 
I have two feelings about that, I guess depending on the time of day, or the state of 
the weather. One is that, other things equal, I 
always like fiction ·that's easy rather than fiction that's hard. I mean, there are enough hard things that one has to do in one's life, 
without also making the fiction, without making your pleasures hard, too. 
The other feeling, of course, is the 
obvious opposite to that: that one of the 
pleasures is d6ing difficult things well. So 
that in every sport, in musical performance, 
24 
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etc.--one of the delights of virtuosity, in 
other words, whether we are the audience or the 
virtuoso, is doing quite difficult things with 
so1ne grace, and getting it done. (McKenzie 136) 
Later in that discussion he rev·eals that he has 
myself the most complicated task of all, t}1e task of 
There is a disposition which 
I'm afraid I'm afflicted with, whose gift • lS to rna:ke 
relatively simple things quite complicated'' (McKenzie 136). 
But:. t 11 i f; co nun t.; .r1 ·t i s t. C> C) o f "t e r1 C'. C) rt ·t 1 .. ct cl i c t. e cl by J-1 i s w o 1" cl s 
as well as his deeds to be taken completely ir1 earnest. For 
c~ x a n1 I) l E.~ , .1. a t. f] 1~ ::.:_; t. i. J. 1 1 r1 t 11 (~ d i. :5 c~ 1-1 s s i o 11 , 11 e c C) mrn e n t s , " I 
c~ a r1 ' i.~ :i m c:1. g· i rte c.1. i1 ct ~rt :i s t., i r:t a 11 y o f ·t 11 f~ art s r1 C> t .a. t l e as · t. on 
II l t t f 
... comp ex1· y, · or i ·t S CJWil S ttke, I don't regard as a 
s t e .r i l e , t.l g 1 y· , :f C) 1·Tn a. J. i s t :i cl e cl . I t ' .(:: f .. 1. 1. r·1 It ( M ... IT -~ r1 , . .., 1· -.... 1 ') c3 \ 
_, - ,{ (_, \. (-::, /.J • (:.., .J { / • 
Four years earlier, l1e r1ad beer1 co11"tE~n1platir1t.,.J t11e same 
f-Ic~ sai cl .ir1 cl New Y 01"k T i1nes Bqc)l~ _Rev.i e~ 
interview that ''I admire writers who can make complicated 
things simple, but my own talent has been to make simple 
things complicated. I don't do this out of any kind of 
perversity but because, while it seems to me that the 
stories I've been telling (for the past six years) have/been 
essentially quite simple stories the modes of narration that 
J' 
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have seemed to me the only possible ways that those stories 
can get told have been rather complic~ted modes of 
na1,ra t,.i or1" ( Sh.enke r 3 5) . Ir1cluclec1 ir1 the list of "qt1i te 
s in1ple 
B () y· , r1 C) rte CJ f w 1~1 i c 11 c C) t1 l d ti e t~ Et s i l y d (:! f e rl de d ,::-1 s ,3 s i rn p l e 
;3 t,o l"Y . 
I r1 t }1 Ert s a 1n e Et 1· t i c~ l e }1 (~ a cJ cl :3 , " I f I h ,3 cl c.1 s i 11 g 1 0.; 
arnl:, it. i ()r1, i. t, w () ll l cl Lie t (J L> (~ 1 (3 :.s s <.1 i f~ ·f .i (::; lJ l t. C:) ~f I I 
Tales, nei thcr of which has E:::ver been .:1.ccuscd of being easy 
(.) :f • ·l (" <""' t.' ' (:' ,:: , t.. ._.., _,.., \,_, ._, t,_\ .. 
El ".::: 1 .. ·t· 1~1 ' C' (J . ,:::) ··1 · . t] . . J c; C) r1 f· .1 c: t l r1 g· :5 t., ct t., E~ .1n e r1 t s C) r1 ~ :11. :::; f) o .1 rt ·t p 1 .. C) v E~ t~ . :1 f) 
r· ( J 1' t" t-k> - .. l ) (the k.ey ·to the tr·easure is the treasure): 
·tl1a t c>rlCf: 
"-L c~ C) l)'l 'J l i· (·~ -:-:1 t·, ,::..-. cl 
L, ·- •• j J:. . ...,. L-l ..__, .. ' c~ () r1 i: 1-- El cl i c: t () 1-- y C-.t r1 s v./ <:~ .r· t., C) 
what was really a sirnple question: is corr1plexity for its own 
s ctl-s.e J:_j ( ) l' ') (:l ( ) J:., "1.-) • ·j ( 1i ') C:) '- - "· - - l <.. . .. • I., ] ! () .. .. - . ·:.:1 · ,, . .. (:. - ,-, -.) .,. .. r t., .1~_,, t 1 ._, d • .:) c .11 , 
lA 1 t: i n1 ct t. e II ) II t t l ' t hs" () o Ct -· .... l1. -~ ~~ -i i s rn () rn (:3 rt ., , ctr1yway . 
<J n ,~ :f i r1 ct 1 c () r1 s i. d E:: 1~ ,:,1 t:. i () r1 w f.: n11J s t~ 1.:~ x a nl .i :r1 e i r1 t 11 £.:~ v·l c) .r k C) f 
• 
a r1 y ~3 e I" I. <) tl s • l ,., . ::, W1... ··• ·t- }· e r +- 1,·· ,·· 1·· -:., c:..· ·1,.. (- 1 1 1 d: 1 .. ) (..:;, -1 .1 e _. . 1 . ,., 1 e . . t., , . .J s. 1 .:.J --"- . . .• --~ d . 11 l . 'l 11. ,g rlf3 x· 
p L1.r· p C) s e ' · t~ <) ·t .t' 1-1 <~ li. 1, t. , ;:,1 s (> c: i. ct ~L ,/pc) ~l i t, j_ (; a 1 s t f:t t e in(~ rt ·t., · c> 1.. n1 C) r cl 1 
imperative. ' 
Though Bartl1 says "If I beli.ev·ed 1ny writing we1 .. e no 
more than the formal fun-and-games that TIME magazine makes 
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it otlt to be, I'd take up some other 1 ine of work, " 
defends his writing only to say i·t is about human life: II 
The subject of literature, says Aristotle, is 'human life, .. _./,, 
its ~a.PPiness and its misery. ' I agree with Aristo~tle" 
(Friday 79). 
Ir1 one of his n1ore 1nemor"able diatribes in ar1 essay 
,.:!alled. "M1.,1se, Spare Me," first pub~lisr1ed in 1965 in Book 
Week and r"eaff i1"1ned and :r .. eprinted ir1 The Friday Book, he 
states emphatically that he • lS responsible to ar·tistic 
ir1tegri t.y alor1e: 
I besef.:::cl1 t~l1e i1t.:ise tc) kc:~ep n1e f r<)n1 ev(~lA becoming a Black Humorist. Mind, I don't object to Black Humorists, in their place, but to be 
numbered with them inspires me to a kind of 
spiritual White Ba,:klash. For one thing, they 
a 1~ e:-3 i 11 t l-1 e i r way .r· E~ s ·p.911 ~.:iJ:,_l e , l i k e mo 1· e 
c~c)n ve11 t., j_ ()r1a 1 :s ()C~ i a 1 sat i :t" is t~ ::; : Tl1ey· clrarna t .i z e ·-· -· and good for them!--th.e Madness of Contemporary S C> c i (3 t~ y ., of M () cl el" n W cl r f a :re , C> f IJ i j: t:~ W i t }1 t 11 e Bomb, of What Have We Nowadays. B11t I say, Muse, spare me (at the desk, I mean), from 
social-historical responsibility, and in the last analysis, from every other kind as well, except artistic. Your teller of stories will likely be responsive to his time; he needn't be responsible tc) i.t. (Fr.i_@y 55) 
Wha·t' s n10J·e, to the <:at.1estion, "What are r1ovels for?" 
Bartr1 responds, "And the ar1swer • lS, Any damn thing you want 
to use tl-1e1n for" ( Friday .28) . 
. ~ " ,.,:;i· 
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This answer raises.the hackles of more than one critic. 
But before we go to their assessment of Barth's work, it's 
important to note that Barth himself gives us a caveat about 
taking his comments too seriously: "You shouldn't pay very 
much attention to anything writers say. They don't know why 
they do what they do .... At least I have never 11eard much 
t 11 at. any w 1 .. i t er ha s ~:; a .i cl a 1) C) u t w :r i ·t i r.t g· t r1 c:-rt cl i d r1 ' t em bar a s s 
me, including the things I say about it" (Dembo et al 24)) 
Ar1 cl 1 ate r , .i :r1 _1, 11 e Fr i d clY. BC) c, 1{ , r1 e l=t cl cl s , " I n t. he 
writer's worse case, talking about his ar·t may become a 
because what artists sav about their work must often be ., 
take fl w i t }1 a gr a i n () f s a 1. t. IC ( .Fri clay 2 rr ) . 
Th.e presence of tl1e unreliable narrator, which he 
obviously enjoys so n1uch i.n }1is fiction, i.s often a part of 
his nc,nfiction as well. In many of the above interviews 
quoted here, Barth has 1nade statements that are rlearly 
· · · d · 1 1 d f 1 1 (Que--.---:. t 1· C)r1: ., I r1 w1..-1:-"t 1.I'<Jr11c ()r ri ictJ ClU~3, I) __ ay{~ · or ~=1t.:tl;[1s. ::~ 1. ~ .. 
way does teacl1ing, especially the teaching of creative 
w1 .. itirLg, influer1ce Y<JL1.r owrJ. work.?'' Bar·tr1' f3 a.r1!=;wer: "It 
O·th.er stat.:,emer1ts 
are not so easily dismissed but seem as unreliable as 
Bel lerophon' s 1"'ecounting of. l1i s life's events ir1 Chi1nerA. 
An obvious example of playfulness with reviewers is 
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the following exchange: when asked his opinion of Susan 
Sontag's work in Dembo' s in·terview, he said, "I had .never 
heard of Susan Sontag un·til her publisher sent me her novel 
asking for a comment ... I told t}1e publisher I didn't believe 
she existed ... She writes like a midd].e-aged roue. 
writes like Carl Jung dreaming he is Candide. 
d . t t. d 't . t 9 soun in eres 1ng, oesn J 1 . There's a picture of a good·-
lookir1g chick on the back of the jacket, and a note that she 
Dc)r1' t t>e 1 i eve 
One must suspect the earnestness with which he answers 
the following question aftPr a series f. . k . l-) -.J () . ·1 r1·· er 1· e::.i. ,::: p· l-) y-1 C'' (:'~ •'Z : 
. •. .. . :.. - C::• . ·-' . .I. .:) ..., ••. J 
11 W () Ll l d ye) lJ <~omme:n.t~ ()fl \l\7f1Y YC> U. l (-:!~rt. 0 ff . d ' your proJecte series 
f... 'h . J 1· . . 1.. o: sort stories ,··ea 1.ng w1·t11 . l . 1 . •r~• .... • • Fl ,-... .... • 
.1 l. . .L . l .1 . ·-· ,:) lJl i::.1 f t.) (?. 1.~ c: C) rn p l t:.-: -t i n. g 1:11 ,~ 
If1_<)21.t~.i.r1f2' ()r)era c1.r1d Tl1~:; Er1.d cJf ·tt1E:~ RciG1.cl?" 
... , ... ~.-,--····---··---...... -::..::.L.-1-.. --
. - .. ·---····----·-·-·--····-···-
though·t I had invented nihilism in 1953, and when I fou11d 
<.J- ll t I }·· -::- d •·· ' t I 1 (-) ,:::-- ··t··. J0 r- i·, e 1" (,~ .:.:· + ' • lei. J.l _ - . ;. :, _ .. j _ . _.,_) L, (Dembo et al 25). 
If we can' ~ust wbat b.e .says of his own work, let's 
see wl1at. ot}1(3l"S h~1~./e t~o say atJout it. 
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A Survey of Criticism 
In 1976 the MLA International Bibliography listed 29 
separate entries for Barth, more than for any other living 
writer (Harris 269-83). I r1 s pi t e c) f r1 i· :3 c.! y n i c! a 1 cc> rnme n t s o rt 
chasers to explain their writing to the uninitiated public, 
Barth's c>wn writing obvic,usly attracted a few. 
These critics among o·tl1ers have come to such disparate 
( S C }1 () .1 e S II(" ..1 e C) l" g ,~ . M N II i ::; . y ctlne 
what these novels are, curlir1g heaps of phenomenological 
macaroni (a far cry from the Mobius strip Barth envisioned 
i r1 L () s t:._ i r1 ·t r1 e Fu r111 C) 1J. s e ) . . . . h.T c) w a r1 cl t 11 e r1 Et iq f.; 11 - ·t ll .t' r1 E: d 
sentence emerges like a golden strand, only to be smothered 
wi·th gobs of wordy excess. 
At least one c:,f tl1e I"eas c)r1s f c1 r t .. l1e c=tn1our1 t ctnd 
diversity of criticism is that Barth is writing 
I 
sophisticated fiction of a new type in unusual narrative 
forms, rich in color and meaning. Another reason, if Leslie 
• Fiecller • l i;;f 
•-' to be believed, is that "most reviewers can't get 
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through his books'' (22) and are therefore giving uninformed 
• • opinions. And even those seriuos critics who have read the 
• 
novels may be unreliable narrators, 1nisinterpretJ.ng the 
·text. 
This second reason would be appreciated by Barth, who 
l 1 . ·::-. ::, . (-::,. C" Jc~_ 1. ev _. ._., 
reliable narra·tor. 
that there is no sucl1 thing as a totally 
Harris su.pports this skeJJtical view wth 
ar1 example. Irt "~JcJl111 BE1.1 ... ·tr1. ar1d ·t,'r1e C.ritics: Ari. Overview," 
(277) he criticizes Frank D. McConr1el l's Fc)UJ:., Pos·t.war 
-
----
American Noveli.sts t . 11£ 11 .. . 
. " as Je1ng u ot inaccuracies irt itE, 
···-------·--·-----
its vi~3WE~. 
T C) l:) e £ c.t i r , C) r1 f:; n1 ti :3 t. ct 1 :s c) 11 CJ t f2 t }1 ct t, ·t l1 f~ B a 1" t }-.i. t. 11 e :s (::: 
. t . (.'. l' l ., ·, 1. (-=: :3 
fl()t 
. 
1 ~i 
c .. ; ;::11Y1 (."::., .. f' .-·• () r·n (::::. C i..:.' •·1 y ·t 0- a ~-: C :::::\. y\ . ) .,._ ...,_--t t ..._, .J. ..l. - .J i-...J ._1 C-t t::.., .. _; t1-~' "- " 
.. , . I ,-. ... F> c·t·-1 •-~ ~ 1 ..L . . , .:) cHn _. . t . c· ' · · r·· ,:::: -:- ·• F• ...,. .l .1 ·' l , .. · ..... t_i 1 --· 1 . -1 1 1· 1 1 1 .· • . .,, - .._,, , . ,-.,;. . t·• ·~ ,--4 1--.. ·- ''I f..-' -- ,.._ •• .. ,,. ,_ . c.1 ...,) V 1 t_, Ll ,:.-:-i. Y ~ ,:1 ,J l ._:; . l c1 ,J . l.>: t. lclYl 
cJ t 1-i e I" s . 1"1 1 T f)" J • 1 • t • t • II J } 1:! CJ r e; x ct m 1=-> e , t) e .r· C) me r\. _ J_ r1 J.z <) w· l :. z w 1· ]. -) e s .11.1 t.. C) ·1 r1 
B .J. r R • d ·1 Ir - ... . . · · ,-=~ (~ C) . ~-· P. . -:. .. ct.r G l \ ··-· ·-' - r1 ..:, .1 .., re C > in 198~Z, 
sa1ne burst of creative energy during the n1id-fifties, when 
the promise of commercial pt1blication drove Barth to a 
f1·enzy of li·teral"Y p1 .. oductior1 he has nc>t since n1atcl1ed'' 
( 40 8) . The Floating Opera was published in 1956, The End of 
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the Road in 1958. Between the time of those books and the 
time Klinkowitz wrote his article, Barth published The Sot-
Weed Factor in 1959, Giles Goat Boy in 1966, Lost in the 
Funhous~ in 1968, Chimera in 1972, and LETTERS in 1975, • in 
addition to dozens of non-fiction essays and articles. While 
the late!." r1ovels n1ay be Sl)ctceti f a:t"t,l1er apart ir1 years tl1ar1 
his first two slim novels, this sustained productivity 
(particularly from 1966 to 1968 and from 1972 to 1975, when 
page by· page he was positively more proflific ·than 
previously) makes a joke of Klinkowitz' comment that the 
p 1· om i s e of c~ c, mm er· c i a 1 p u t1 l. i c; a i~ i. <) n cl r· o v e }1 i. rn -t., o a 1 ' :f rt] r1 z y of 
A series of more serious charges come from John 
Garclrte.r, in his book On Moral Fiction. Gardner believes -·----
t 11 a ·t '' a r·-t, i s n1 o 1:· cl 1 : it ;3 eeks t c1 .imp r ()'le 1 i f e , r1 cr·t debase it .. 
It seeks to hold off, at least for a while, the twiligl1ts of 
Art is essentially serious and beneficial, 
a game played against chaos and death, against entropy'' (5-
6). He does not even include works of Barth's type in this 
definition; art-for-art's sake is a mere shadow against ;' 
Seric)U.S Art: 
I do not deny that art, like criticism, may legitimately celebrate. the trifling; It may joke, or mock, or while away the time. But trivial art has no meaning except in the shadow of more serious art, the kind of art that beats 
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back the monsters, and, if you will, makes the 
world safe for triviality. (93) 
With those standards it is not hard to anticipate his 
reaction to Barth's fiction. But his degree of pettiness is 
surprising. For example, he takes offense at the statement 
"the key to the treasure is the treaSLlre" "since that 
implies (at least on one level) that having the key we 
should treasure the key and look for nothing more"(Gardner 
94). And his criticism almost gets scary when he condemns 
Giles Goat-Boy, "despite some dazzling plays of wit (not 
a .l way s a g C) c) cl t., }1 i n g ) " ( G cl l' cl r1 e r 9 5 ) . 
ml, C' t ~A. ... , , 
when he writes "It's of course true that we do find symbols 
.. . John Barth ... [but] Barth's symbols are as 
f l I I () I> e r1 tt.s J c) { e :::; . But he prov~s that his reason for thinking 
dazzling wit is not always a good thing is that he can't 
understand it, when he comments "An odd thing about Barth is 
that he always seems to know what's wrong with his fiction 
bL1t r1ever fixes it;'' ( 9 5) . 
Gardner predicts that Barth, along with Pynchon and 
Updike, will "die of intellectual blight, academic 
r1arrowness, or fakery"(95). Barth answers that On Moral 
Fiction is "an exercise in literary kneecapping that lumps 
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modernists and postmodernists together without distinction 
and consigns us all to Hell with the indiscriminate fervor 
characteristic of late converts to the ri.ght" (Frid<U'.. 66). 
Barth's phrasing of his predicted demise is even better than 
Gardner's, seriot1s as Gardner's may be. 
B (1 1 t k h . 1 . . - ~ - c.· - ,... , - . - • . - , . .,, ,··· - , ... . ~·· :r 
. f::! C cl l1 ,_1 e ::i ct .i c_ rJ E.~ r J cl (~ ,:::, l ,::.i Bl C) .t cl l {~ J_ n g 
S() fa.r, he • lS 
relatively easy to di.smi.ss. But Carnpt)ell Tatticlm, ct more 
..... :) --~ .. ' ... ·--"'\,- l-.. -- -l . ·i l t b } re l. cl J e r1 ct l r a l) l . (~ C, ct Ll .. -J t..:: . le takes a mc)_re balar1ced, i ll f C) I' Hl E.~ d 
C Offi(::-~ S t () ' . 1 Et :_:_; 1. rn i a r c: () ri (~ l tl !3 j_ c1 r 1 . 
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Poirier adds that "literature has only one re.sponsibili ty---
to be interesting about its own inventions coexisting under 
the titles of history, life, reality, or politics'' (342). 
Most of the popular and a large amount of the literary 
criticism on Barth l1inges on this focal point. Bar·t}1 asks 
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his Muse to spare him any responsibility except artistic, 
and apparently she has granted him his wish, resulting in a 
great body of fiction. Those critics who do not grant him 
that privilege, however, get no further insight into his 
work than his premise and must limit their comments to 
pointing out ways he has strayed from believability, 
straightforward narration, conventional characterization, 
Useful Social Commentary, and the like. 
Those critics who do accept Barth's esthetics as valid, 
or who at least grant him that perspective, find much 
t l.-) d i' .- c-· 1.1 c• ,:.• 
.:) . .::, ,_1 • Poirier respects very much the inventiveness of 
writers like Barth, but addt:> that "admiration for their 
[Jorge Borges, John Barth, and Iris Murdoch] thinking must 
very often contend with the experience of reading their 
1 II !lC)Ve S (343), a dilemmma that Barth recognizes he struggles 
with in each novel: "If I had a single ambition, it would be 
( (''}· k . ··-,,::.) 
~:) .1 er1 e .:r .J u .. 
in Four Postwar American Novelists 
-·----·- -----· --------- ---·-- ' 
maintains that the "plot of Barth's novels is the plot of 
discovering the underlying myths, the archfictions which 
will allow us to live with the smaller, less satisfying 
fictions of everyday life and still believe in 6urselves as 
conscious, creative agents" (Harris 277). Barth does try to 
get the reader to feel that awareness, as he describes in an 
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"·wher1 the characters ir1 a wc>rl{ of 
fiction ... begin to man if eE;t a kind of awareness of t.he 
• 
1. r1, it reminds us of the kind of fiction 
W - 'r. (::~ (:~ 
. i r1 . . . . I t, g c:.~ t, s i t., s \/ ,.) l t c:-t g e 1) t1 t. () f its ·being a kind c)f 
image of our own perception of our life, another lung story 
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.. cll 11.:; 
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1_)Ci() 1:-- ar1 s WE~ r-- t C) tl1f:; J;) 1~ C) bl en1 C) ~f a W ":, -· l + J1 y t.:., ct w . , V - l 1 , r:: 1 :- ,..., ·· ~ u 1 ·t Ll r .... c:.i . -t .:) - (::~ .::, ;,S ~ - ; t:; • 
it seems Barth's fiction is a deliberately creative 
response to the used-upness of conventional literary forms, 
which have lost their meaning and value. 
with the Literature of Replenishment, which includes an 
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emphasis on craftsmanship and style, or passionate. 
virtuosity. 
Many critics who have examined Barth's work closely 
have tried to descri.be its characteristics by labeling it. 
One of the most popular tags for Barth is fabulist, which is 
14 8 4 cl es c~ .r i pt, i (JI1 ( w 11c) }cr1c)W s ll()W .r·(~ 1 i ab 1 )l? ) ., as s C)BJE:. one w }1c) 
- .-, ")'"' ... J:- -::f .1' r g w () rkv s .· 1:l .1 .l. cl lg 1 . 
, 
-
- •• , 
• &, • 
... ··r ....... -- -• -. c.· 1 . . t t l E-.:.~ ::::, 1. g .t 1 .11 1 t:. .-:i _ t 1J <.._. • tl .r e .. ~1 ., 1 l t • l - ~ . (::• .. ) . . - . - ('.::. ·..• ,-, C (.., V -·· .. C p .l r1 g l L \ ... , a .:) . 
Wl.- ··} ·t 1·1· ~··: r 1- 1· e~ le. I --
., J ..... 
. - .... ... , ..... . 1 1. ( t:., cl ..::-i 
. . t . 
·1 t pess1m1s··1c or w·1a ever, 
n1z:tkf~]~3 Jl<) clif:fe1~E~rt<::.'.E=: _, ·t.}1(~ jc)y j_r1 c1t.:~vel(Jpir1g~ t.:.}1ern, c, jc)y t,hc1.tj 
) ve 1·y of tt~tl <1 i ::.:; f) 1 ay s i Ls e 1 f as }1,1rn<.)l"', r" ·• ... c· ~ .... . tl fl 1 ... :, . 1 e ·--· c..i. rn e (tvlo.1·r·ell 
According to Scholes, fabulists take an extrordinary 
delight in design, .-J <:i e-> ,-·1 C t::. Ct ,-.> .1. . ,_1 .., of pleasure in form, d II tl .... - . . p dll . 
.l ·-' 
-· ·t· 1'."' l 1 ..... t l 1 .1"' E) ;:j .,J . .. - ,.., ,' ..{ 
., ·' t)v l·t~ VA~y c}·1a··0pli'y1~~~~c • . , ,.) '--' J. , .. ) I: _..., l '---' • ..) •• :.> ) asserts -the authority of 
1 () ) . 
Many of Bartl1's works illustrate this c~oncept; 
Barth became fascinated with 
sum of the two that precede it (l,l,2,3,5,8,13,21,34,55,89 
etc. ) . This series f6rms a logari.thmic spiral found in 
nature in the contours of a snail's shell,the design of a 
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spider's web, the scales of a pineapple, the arrar1gement of 
seeds in a flower, and the configuration of the spiral 
galaxies, whose constellations are the subject of two of G' 
Chimera's novellas ( Mc)rrell 142). 
So Barth constructed his novellas (after coincidental 
the third was roughly the length of the sum of the two 
precE~ding it. Tl1e image is incc)rporated into the plot when 
• 
r1ove1la, s (~ a 1_ .. ch .i r1 g t C) r f~ <~ <:;t J;) t Ll r~ (j r.1 i s 11 e r C) .i ,:-:.: :3 t z1 ·t u r E:~ , exa1n1 r1(~ s 
• l r"'"' .. :) 
1..- -:. '-1 -1 ·:,. -1 11 (~, .:.::1 L e L . srJiral C)f temole murals .... -1 ~T ... ,i· c\t1·· r g (. tJ~· . . l . 
I. - C! t >a .... , , a r1 d ;:1 i~ r· (~ t c~ 11 i r1 g C> Lt t, t C) war <.1 hi .::, f 1-1 i.~ lJ r E~ , 
, .-" ] . 
.. l l .::, . f~ " ( ~- · r· ,~ . . . ... ~· 
. C . ...- . + . (. .L .... 1 '  l l 11· 1 .. 0 V __, l. ...1 t..l .. y X a ,::, ,:.) J) l 1. c.l . ) ::..-: y !'".) LJ l,· t, ~-1 r1 , 
t 1 ] ·1 ·1·-. .... 1··, ·1·1 l 1 t' t' j ... 
t ·~ 1- ·t· - r::-. c :::. ..... (-) ,..- c· - c ±- .. ) j- • j- P. w J 
- P. ·- it.::, - ~-. - r· · ·1 ( it · · 1 .. r· ~ ,-) -
., l < .• ~ i...-- . l _, ,.J (, (, ..... .1. J. . . .1 < :l . .. C. . . . . .1.. • ...., 
.• . l. ) _. J .. , ci. 1.._. U 1 J • 
_ l -~ ct J .. () · l ..._ . 
·L· 1·11:-J. f· ·1· r -:-; t t l1 ·t · t ..:J .. ., •• c: n (') ·t- 11 ";'. , r · .:. t ··) t-) t:. '::'l 1: .. 0~ 1) ~-" t·.·, _._!1. ·t-.. i· (_-_) r1 () ±'! 1 t . 
r ,..., . . .. _ , J . , .l. c1 c e ... l . .. ..• {~t ., t., c. L __ , cl 
_ 1: 
outward and upward. • 1 .-, . .:) not c,nly a CClmplex joy for (~ (_") h..., • f~ C) .r1n 
its own sake in this fable, it is also the answer to 
f)roble1n. 
tl1e t1'easure. 
the key to the treasure 
Other characteristics of fabulators, according to 
Sc!r1oles, are "a returr1 to a mo1~e verbal kind of 
• 
.1 S 
fiction ... less realistic, more artistic: more shapely, more 
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evocative; more concerned with ideas and ideals, less 
concerned with things" (The Fabulators 12). • 15 Though this 
true of Barth's fiction, it is also worth noting that he is 
very much concerned wi tr1 "things," wr1icl'l he believes are 
esser1tial in "marvelous story." 
Scholes' book called attention to Barth's work as an 
exa.1nple of f orma.l d<~sign for i t.s C)Wr1 sakE~, "an obse.rvatic)n 
that almost si.ngle·-handedly redirected critical attention 
a C! cord i. r1 g t, Cl (::ha r· l e s f.-I ctr r i :3 ( " t.T o r1 r1 Bar ·t 11 ctn d t.11 e 21 r1 d the 
r1 ' t ' II I . .., C'. J r .1. . l (...., .:..i 270).Barth's formal ir1ventiveness certainly 
occupies much of the critics' attention, as the following 
critical comn1ents show. 
the definition of fabulation a bit in order to make it fit Barth's writing better: ,, Tl ,:::. C ~ r:..~ c:-. .1 ~., pr _) ...., e .:::i ,::.) is at. 1'1ea:et a 
rejecti .. (Jr1 cJf 1.ife and ·trie wc>rld i.n favor of life and tl1e 
world of art (indeed for Barth and most of his characters, 
writing seems virtually equatable with living) and the 
process is demonstrated in the movement of Bar·th's fiction • 
away· from the real worlcl of tr1e Floating Or)era arid Jl1e Erid 
of the Road through the fantastic world of The Sot-Weed 
Factor and Giles Goat-Boy to. the universe of language in Lc)st. in the Funhouse and {Help! ' " ( 113) . 
\ 
.. 
Other critics who used that term to define Barth's 
fiction include Alan Trachtenberg, who calls Barth a 
fabulist because he's "n1ainl.y cor1cE~rned \A7ith mctn's 1nincl, nc)t, 
/ 
his society," a definitior1 slightly different from either 
-1 t ' l,ax C)n s, s-.1r1-Je-·' •~ l..,J C> . b , C) 1.. M CJ r re 11 ' s . Trachtenberg goes on to 
say ·tr:ict·t fabulists a.re w.1·~L-te1·s "fcJr wt1cH11 the ·t1,.,adi tior1a.l 
realisn1 of the novel is worn out. A fabul.ist invents for1ns 
c~onventional ideas of I l • t 1 11 ' ,,::: - -- .l -::! <:::l ]_ , y 
• 1 (:·' ,..) 
C El l .1 ti f~ a .t· t:, l1 c..i fJ 
l. r1 J ' 1 c- c.-:: [-J. • u t) ,.) i r1 t~ (~ I' vi elt't 13a :r·t11 ::; a i cl he: h z.::i c1 t::1 l .cE~ E1 dy, g1 .. ()W r1 o u ·t C) f 
·t }:1 Et t }:: i .r1 d O f~ f i C t i C) I1 : 
J~ J t, e 1~ a ·t, t1 l"' e C) f! t 11 e /1. b s 1J r cl .i r1 (~ l tl cl E~ :3 :~; C) rn c~ l{ i rt (l C) f! 1.., 11 .i l () :::.~ o ~P 1"1 i_ c~ cl l 
attitude that's one br·and or anoth(~r· of r1i.hilism, tl1at isJ 
ir1 1ny case, ·t1r·tie1~ C):f t}1<-::! E~z:t~t·lir~1~ t)C)C)ks (Tl1e ___ Flc)Ett.i.r1f/ (2J:~E:J~cl 
a r1 cl :.r 11 e E: r1 c1 CJ f t 11 e R () g <J ) , , -1 l···t 1· c· I··, 't'"r (-\ r f:, v· . . _. J, ' , _. .... ' }10 v-1 e V (:~ l' , lJ C) t. }1 d. C) r1 C:?. • 1.r1 
c) f c~~ C) r1 ·\,re r1 i: .. i c:i r1 E-t 1 " ·.:) - , ..... l . l ~- cl .. 1 ,.) IT! , t l f tl 1 t ~ ... p.a .. • -, -:,, • .~ li "' .. , 1 t:.l 11 C). ; 1 t:- . a , t.., 1: ( ) 1··1 () C' 
-./ t~J 
A few critics have carved out a new genre for Bar-th's 
WC)rl{: George Blt.1est.or1e, for example, say·s ''We may· be seeing 
here the emergence of a new genre--the serious farce. 
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Comedy, tragedy, epic--for Mr. Barth the old tags no longer 
apply" ( 588). 
In a cynical dismissal of Barth's fiction, James 
Wolcott calls John Hawkes and Barth "sovereign masters of 
metafiction, intent upon bending every detail to their 
authorial will and whim. In their appetite for empty 
character and sordid incident, the two are practically 
kin"(14). He doesn't go on to describe how fiction would 
read if the authors were not in control C)f every detail of 
their f ict.ior1. 
Replenishment··, Barth sees himself, if a tag must be put on 
11 i s w r i ·ting , as !I r1 C) t, ·t 11 e n e i'~ t, bes ·t t 11 in g after n1 C) de r n i s m , 
but the best next thing: what is gropingly now called 
postmodernist fiction; what 1 hope might also be though·t c>f 
one day as a literature of replenishment'' (Fr·iday 206). 
Though he sees himself at the forefront of a new 
movement of fiction, C!( m-._,1 ) e 
with current thinking. 
. t . L- • c.r·i .~l(:s !:;ee 1111n as .r1c)t j_r1 '"toucr1 
I II A E t . G-. . 11 L 1 . ,-;, . dl n n ccen~ric ·enius, es ie ~1e er, a former 
colleague and still admirer of Barth's, admits that Barth's 
II t no· qui t.e wi t.h it, 11 but thir1ks Barth knows t.hat and takes a , 
kind of perverse pleasure in it. "His books, ever1 when t}1ey 
deal with contemporary or near contemporary events, give the 
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odd effect of being worked up from documents, carefully 
consulted and irreverer1tly interpreted 11 ( 2 3) . 
Barth is obtuse; "howevever I feel so1ne]1ow tl1at this is 
an otbuseness chosen rather than given .... it is reasonable 
t () r.:t s s tl n1 e that. Ba 1 .. t 11 a pp 1· o a c }1 e :::. e a c }1 of hi !3 i r1 c \' i t ct b 1 E.~ 
publ.ishing failures with an awareness of their 
c1f dt3t:tc.lpEtn pleastlI'f] 11 ( F1iedler 22). IrJ spi tl~ of Bar·i:r1' s 
... b t 11 ·-· e r· ,:::. s r-· () • .' .:::i I l C • .:) ' 
-i· -
4• 
.. 
... 
... • c-· . ·11 dd <3.lsc~1r1st a... 0 ..'. .. I' f 1 • t ·1 II tl r1 . a s ·1 .1 o r1 (:1 ) .. y 
J Kl . k 't . .:.:)"'", p -· -· ,-,. er c.,1n __ . . . l r1 <JW .1 <!.J , • ,1 1 1 I- h R.. 
. .l i 11 1 r O ·1n .. ~ -- 1~ i· -' E;..) ..... C n ,-, 1 (- c~ r ~ C l ~ . 1 ci . J ...,. t..., J . . ~-'.'J • ... •. , • • (J . , 
c:: ctr1 C) r1 , r1 t) :3 rn ct .11 h . t f --::: (' (~ .. :. r=) - . ( ... ,.J _., .1 _, Vt.,111 ,_.Tl 
_ J l WC)ttl Cl 
w }1 i C! }-1 .i -t. s ct u t 11 C) 1· k (~; E~ lJ :.~i r c:. };) e ct t, i r1 g :i r1 h .i :3 i. r1 :f .l tl e r1 t i c:1. l e :3 ~~ a y s : 
does not syn1pathize with ·Lhe s.pirit c,f hi.s t t II . 1 n1 E"-:., c; 
..J... . ~ ·-·- • 
I.,.l ' .k . L . t' . l . ·, C) - . .. r-;, -·, . . ("" , .. , r-:~ .-..::; . -\ ...1.. l'1.. ·~ v,f .1 ,.._, (, r l J. . ., l Z, ~.- ,... l .1. 111 J · · · i ·1 (. , .... ····,·-· "1 ·,·(·:. .. .1 .-:.1 In .1 .:) .:} .L r 11:::.. ., .. 1 .::... 
,· ... 1 I 1 • I I i' t 1 1 t I t • .. ,- . ::) , ) ~' · .. . C' -} " - . ::, ,- . p ,:-- • p C:'> e 1 ct f I .... n l :r 1 g .._l c . r 1 e:., ... a . .... . .. ) l .x. ... 1. .., ..;:.) • } • f 1 'I' ·1 . . . ,:~ P. C: C:.' -:- , . f-" 1. r 1 . 1 J. . ...} . ., ,..) •.. J ;_:1 y 1. . ..., 
as lackir1g • s e i-· 1. <J tl s r1 e ~3 s , discipline and the achievement of 
stable form, as if tl1ese were the prime requisites of 
artisti(~ su.ccess- -wr1icr1 Barth irtdeecl believed tl1ey we.re 11 
(409) ~ In fact, Barth stated his reasons for his respect 
for "passionate virttlosi ty 1 ' or the al)ili ty tc) do a diff ict..11 t 
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thing well quite convincingly in the essay. In a sum~ary 
which makes one wonder if Klinkowitz is nursing a financial 
and artistic snub by the mainstream artistic community, he 
accuses Barth o:f being "during these years ... solidly 
aligned with a tenured academic community, and, following 
the trail of his editors' job promotions, with a succession 
of mainstream commercial publishers'' (410), as if Barth 
shot1 l d be bl u shi r1g· at. tl1a t~ .i r1 s j_ r1 Llct ti or1. 
He later dismi.sses Barth 
" reg .r· es s iv f~ par· c) di s t~ " ar1 d 
a writer of "literary suicide notes," in the essay "Literary 
Disruptions" in 1975 (Harris 278). 
On the topic of Barth'~, inventiveness and mar,tery of 
words and images, t t . t . - -- .. ~~ ' .• • .-...,. C'\P .,., ... ... A 
, 1 t.:: <_, r 1. . i <..., ..:, a gr t:.~ ..... 
says Barth is "the most expansively imaginative of novelists 
( 1 ) . M ("'t 11.. B tl' -, \, 1 •• - ._;, C' - C' . - ~ . .. .• C: C'. _, <.J l: 1 fl e " . f () C., U . ...., e ,_, () t l cl .r J l •.. , 
playfulr1c~:ss: 
Barth's delight, as few of his readers 
would deny, is in language and in the 
philosophical games,' paradoxes and riddles that 
can be contructed with language. There is a 
sense of loving comedy in his baroque 
elaborations of complexity after complexity in 
his novels, a sense that the world of ideas, 
while it is confusing and even dangerous for the 
mind trapped in its labyrinths, is nevertheless 
a permanent job, an unending chain of 
alternatives and contradictions, a seductive if 
risky game. It is as if, after all, the 
complexities for Barth come down to a very 
simple thing: the sense of fun. And fun--if one 
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can rid that noble word of the associations of irres~onsibility, shallowness and deception it has taken on for us- --may yet prove to be Bartr1' s unique and major gift to the palette of contemporary writing. (110) 
I tJ (-~ :::; f) r_~ c: .i ct 11 y f i ·t ·t i r1 [~; t, }1 i::1 t, () r1 ,3 C) f B rl :t' t) }·1 ' ::=.:. nl C) s t. 
• 
·1 c· 
. . t.~.' 
• 
~- ·t, · ;. r-
· t , 
- .. --. C.1 t . t. ci (__, (..., l.l r cl (-_:! (_. r l 1 (_, .::, i S f .i. Ct i. t .i () ll S . Ii<Jj t{Jr I~ i11 C~i_l~:.-5 Goa.t _Bo_y 
st11ns up I">ar·t .. 11' s ov-1r1 \i'TC:)1·k w,~:.11 wit.11 th.c~ c~<J1nrner1t ''l~1E~ ·t1.11"r1s t1is 
l) c:t(~k C) rt wr1a t i __ s __ t1 .. ·LE.: ·· ~- -- - re .J· e c~ t, s t 11.t::! f E-tn1 i 1 i a r fr.Jr· tl_.~1e ~_cct~e, , 
I 
arnctz 1 r1g, - '" .. ·~, ·~ ('. .- • .._ .- -~. . .• \ ... ' . ·1 ·1 t'f' 1 t.~ J'li ) l d C. '~~ .:., cl l , l. . .l C.~ e cl Il Ci . ',( t· 1· ...v ~ g· . ·- J.- .. , ·-. . f::; •. .. , . d cl .:~ cl . J (..., (::: ) 
- ·f t c r, l·> i::.., 1c:, 1 ·1 ·t \7 j Cl . J _j . I.... '--' L , \... . , .:, o.r ' ·1 1 c () C) 1.· 1n 2:1 r1 t~ C) t {le: 11 -, . -, ' U '·- c:, ·-, 
. •-' V •-
[5 t:trn , i. r1 {;1. (:-:: 1 a s s t} y 11 i tn s (j 1 J: cl ri. cl r1 () t (J f' J:1 i ::5 t, i rn e ; 
• l e • • .. ..1 
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Sabbatical: A Romance as Illustration 
Sabbatical: A Romance (1982) illustrates many of 
Barth's current theories of fiction as well as his parodies 
of those theories. The book itself, Barth's comments on it, 
and the reviews it has engendered serve as useful examples 
of how Barth interacts with his audience and illustrations 
of wr1y }1e ~;c,n1e tin1es 1 oses 1:hem. 
Bartr1 descr·i bes the book as a n.c,vE!l "about lc)ve arid 
spies and sailing on the Chesapeake Bay and deciding not to 
have children at this late hour of the world" (Frida_y 239). 
In fact that phrase describes the plot if James Michener had 
written it ---a concept Barth considers several times in the 
r1c)ve .1 . ( Stl~sar1 ol):Jerve:s Ill,.race' s c:-tcivic..~E~ " ... tr1at tc) tell 
the story of Troy's fall one needn't start ab ovo, from the 
t, w i n E"~ g g· s Ij e cl a l a i d . Fenn wants to know Why not: 
• Jarnes A . 
Michener does it all the time, and hA's earned millions of 
readers and dollars. Wl1ctt. tex l).recket was ·thi :3 Hc>!."ac!e irJ?" 
The slim novel is really about love and 
spies and sailing and several • t-in.i verses n10.r-·r:~. 
The author describes hi.s novel as an examination of 
s cl-1.i z C)p}1ren i a. He quotes R. D. Laing as rationalizing 
schizOphrenia to be "a sane response to a deranged but 
inescapable set of circumstances'' (Friday 139), ther1 
, 
explains "My little novel Sabbatical: A Romance carries the 
Laingian scenario farther .... in Babbatical, set on the 
. 
.. 
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Chesapeake Bay in 1980, the background question is whether 
·the world will end before t}1e r1c,vel does" (Frid.ay 139). 
This description carries the book through one more level. 
Bartt1 explair1.s: 
More specifically, the <~uestion is whether 
orte can responsibly bring children in·t(1 the 
ci i s () .t· i e :n. t f~ ti pow cl e .t" - k f-?. g w 11 e l"' e i r1 r;,.1 E~ <J. v-1 e .1. J. . T 11 e 
1) l' c> !3 p (:! <..; t i v e f> are r1 t} s in Sa l1 t> at i_ cal are l i t. e 1~ al 
r1 av· i g· at C) 1· :3 , () f Et s (~~aw o l" t 1111 y (~ r tl i :3 i r1 g· 
sailboat ... ]'hey are oriented; the course they 
s t e e :.r i s a C'. c: 1-1 .1" a ·t) f) i f r1 C) ·t, a l w c:-t y ::_; s t .I" ct i g 11 t f () r v1 a .r· c1 . 
What's more, after years of marriage, and trials 
1 <:1 :r g e cl ri (j :31n Ci 11 , ·t 11 (~ y T ... e 111 (:t i r1 l-1 a 1) l) i 1 y i r1 l c) v C; 
I-1 t . i 1 T . i' A . l " s . . . ··. ;:'.:l ( ' {'.:\ {.) .... . ~· 
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II I f 1 • f-. ' r1·~ .... · -.l c• -
-- 1 .l _ .. l . .. E. , . .) cl jotlrney and the grave its goal, g(::-t ti r1g 
The novel's metaphors also refer to the theme of Voyage 
L I f ('1 as 1 .. e...., .. _)tory. Susan, in her concept for her scholarly 
,. 
article on Edgar Poe's Arthur Pym, .realizes that "the point 
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of Poe's story is that the point of Pym's story is this: 
'It is not that the end of the voyage interrupts the writing 
but that the interruption of the writing ends the voyage'" 
(Sabbatical 365). Susan and Fenn also carry this analogy to 
its next logical step: the interruption of their sabbatical 
wil 1 begin their writing. But their voyage- -their life-·· 
story-·-is not over yet: " ... Not even a story is ever after. 
Here come more storms toward Cacaway, and we've yet to 
retrieve ·that dinghy. N c> m (l t t (~ r , t 11 er(~ ' s 1 i g h ·t 1 e f t~ " 
But this interpretation o.f the nove1 as Sane Journey 
Through an Insane World also just glances off of one of the 
On a simple nar1·ative level, Sabbat~.ical • i :s a ro1nar1ce. 
The back cover of the Penguin paperback edition describes it 
11 as . . . _ a 
ro1nantic odyssey·--the story of two people 
blissfully in love, reconsidering their pasts, 
ftlt~lll'e • II 
plar1r1ing t.he 
Fenwick Scott Turner, 50, fiction-writer, handsome and 
athletic but with a history of heart trouble, and his 
spunky, sexy wife of seven years, Susan Rachel Allan 
Seckler, associate professor of American literature and 
creative writing who wants desperately to have a child, take 
a nine-month sabbatical on their sailboat Pokey, Wye I. from 
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the Chesapeake Bay to the Gulf of Mexico through the 
Caribbean and U.S. Virgin Islands back to Chesapeake Bay. 
While sailing, "it was our hope and intention that by the 
end of this same voyage we would know better our hearts and 
minds vis-a-vis several decisions" (Sabbatical 83-84) 
including whether or not they should stay together and/or 
have children and/or pursue separate promising careers. 
Susan gets pregnant but decides to have an abortion rather 
than break what would be unpleasant and stressful news to 
her weak-hearted husband. The novel is full of touching if 
, 
slightly cliched scenes such as "You're my island, sleepy 
Su s an 1n 1.1.r1n er s , k i s s i r1 g 11 er h u s b a r1 cl ' :3 c 11 e ~; t . 
head there briefly in the salt-and-pepper fuzz, then sits 
IIH e kisses l1er 1.ap. Yot1' re rny C()Ve. 
·Puts an ear to 
her tidy belly as if to listen for a heartbeat there. 
I)c)n' t ., ( $al1batical 26) . 
But the novel is not as well-done as a Danielle Steele 
or Jackie Collins novel because the hero is bald and the 
heroine never has the Dynamite Clande tine Adulterous 
Passionate Affair. 
On a simple narrative level, Sabbatical is also a 
political thriller. Penguin's back cover includes a quote 
from the Boston Phoenix, calling Sabbatical "a wonder ... as 
_ 4.8 · 
-,_ 
-\ 
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,. 
suspenseful as any spy novel." 
Fenwick Scott Turner, former CIA officer, author of an 
expose of its clandestine services, and fiction-writer, and 
his wife, Susar1 Rachel Seckler, wr10, besicles r1is pa1·e11ts arid 
pregnant daughter-in-law, is the only persor1 not involved in 
some way with the CIA, take a sabbatical to decide whether 
or Il<)·t, to devo·te tr1emselves to t.ryir1g tC) fir1d Ollt wr1at r1as 
happened to Fenwick's missing brother, Manfred Her1nan Count, 
a senior c)fficer i.n the CIA~s Clandestine Servl.ces divisio11, 
nephew and half--brother to Susan. 
- -
--
- ..... " - ~ - . ~ ,-
- ,,,,... ' -F · k ·1 c-· l I:~ 1 J W l (__. G1. t l (__ ~-) ll 5 (:l rt l cl ./ e :3 () 1n e C) t J 1 e x· <:;t. t:i e ::; t i <) r1 :~1· t. C) i:1 r1 s we 1:" 
as well: 
incl i..l c <::~ c.l by· tl1c~ C C)1n1)ar1~v in 1 .. t:=~ t, cl l i ct t, i. ()I1 t? C) 1· 11i s exp() s c~ , ar1 c1 
was hi.s current mild one also indL1ced fcir the same or 
..... ... ~ ~ .. - . ~ ....... -- . ,,.,, "l'f'f t ,-.. Ll c1en rect~uns . 
Dugald Taylor, who was Fenwick's s11perior in the CIA, died 
of a heart attack aft~er telling Fenwick tl1at the CIA is 
. reputed to have come LlP with a drug that can trigger cardiac 
arrest and leave no traces? Other mysteries in the novel 
include what was happening or1 the uncharted but well-
outfittecl I{ey Islar1d, wl1at, tl1e shif) Bararatarian was up to, 
and whether John Arthur Paisley, a high-ranking CIA 
official, committed suicide, was killed, died accidentallyy 
49 
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or faked his death and is still alive. 
In spite of tantalizing details such as Paisley's 
body being found in underwear two sizes two small, the book 
is not nearly as well written as a John LeCarre or Robert 
Ludlum spy novel because Fenwick never even confronts, much 
less kills, any of the real or imaginary enen1ies, and the 
mysteries are never solved. 
On a 1nore complicated narrative level, Sabbatical is a 
wandering-- hero myth. (The book cover says nothing of 
this.) Fenwick Scott Key Turner, with the help of his 
''d k d '' ar~-eye muse ( Sabbatical. 9) reci tE"1S tr1e tale <)f his 
curriculum c)f a r1eroic mytr1 (Friday~_Ail): 
,, 
nobli parentage (his ancestor is Francis Scott Key), escapes 
an attempted murder or wound (his first heart attack), gets 
a sum1nons to adventure (nine-n1onth sabbatical), acquires a 
helper (Susan and also his inspirational boina), and 
undergoes a night sea journey with initiatory trials (his 
sabbatical includes storms, sniper shots, sea monsters, 
dreams that are portents of the future, riddles, and 
mysterious disappearances). This adventure leads to his 
initiation (Big Bang) and illumination (to write 
Sabbatical). 
In "Mystery and Tragedy: Twir1 Motions of Ritual 
50 
,":·<-~ .:1~Jt?'i. i_ 
, , :,:.r~·,..::. . · · \ ·it-i::= ; , 
~i,. :1..~~,,i: • C • /_\t1r • 
' 
Heroism," (Friday 41-54) Barth outlines other 
characteristics of heroic myths, the following of which 
apply to Sabbatical: the general cyclical path of the 
here)' s biography, t~he he.ro.ic pattern as "a dramatic e1nble1n 
of ordinary human experience, 11 rites of passage, the 
t . ' 1n y s ,, i c 1 :31n , the transcension c,f opposites and illumination of 
' 
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• ,- ·r· d r'""i l 1 r-· ... 1 · ' -Cl l 1-:..1 A . • :) (...i . 1 ;::, Vc)y·2tgc; l ~-.:, t~l1i::~ ·vc> .. V a,gt:~ ()f fjVt::: ryrnar1, 
cl f~ a J_ j_ r1 g W .1. t. t1 t.11 E~ lll () :~'., t. b cl S j_ <~ }11.11n tl r.1 C) j·~ 1 ovc) 
-· - - - _, ' 
t) ·.1· . l" t) }··1 , r- ... -1 t · t .r, r:: ... r ·l ·- .r· ,t· . .l ,:.t ,) t.. c , d l t. <i . . 
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... I*"' ...... .... ~- .... -, - ~-.. . .. '.r 
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1 . t ·1· l t b t t. l (::! . L l l:,) cl ::., , . . .. 1. V t:~ .::) cl I l c c.i r1 (...., e .::i r y , Ll ~ 
c> r e a ·t i on c) f ·t, }1 ,~ t1 r1 i. v tj 1." f; r;:~ • 
The cl1aracters cooperati·vely help explain these 
Tc) [1us cir1' ;s nl.i nd, i ·t .is appropr i a t<-3 t.hat, in 
a manner of speaking, we are involved in a 
n i g 11 t t i n1 e v C> y ct g e , o r1 e c t)Illln c) .r1 f e c:1 t 1.1 r (::! of 
war1cleri.ng·-l1ero my--t,rLs. It stx·ikes her· as eve11 
mc)re f i t,·tj_r1g ~t.hc:tt for the last few <lays, riot 
counting our setback by last Tuesday's storm, 
our course has been prevailingly westward, that being the traditional direction of .adventure. 
51 
Fenwick thinks she's stretching things a bit, given that the first half of our sabbatical cruise was prevailingly southward and the second half, including what lies ahead, will have been prevailingly northward. But he is not displeased to find our story following, in a general. way, the famous tradition: summons, d ~ -> .. .. t· l, 1. .. e t i.11· .. e ,;:' }· · , l cl · ·· c\ :t., c) c c.; 1· 1· g 
-L· r ·1· t- ·1· -:::-i t c:) r y e i;: a r .t _ , , r . , ... ) . 1 c . .. . .. _ . ... ._, ·-· . .. . J , . . 1 . . '"" . {. l _, _ . trials, et cetera. (Babbatical 71) 
tl1ai:. it • lS 
pattern tc) fit our s·tory, so long as we don't, bend the story 
t,o fit, t}1e pat ··te r·r1" ( .Ga btict t_i c: al __ 71 ) . They bend the pattern 
S <) we ' 11 b (:! t 11 e }1 (3 l t) e r , t:; C) C> . I ' 11. 1Jt1 ye) ur 
}1e l pe l"; Y<)11 be n'ly }1r_=:: l pe 1· ... Sc> if 01.11... :3 ·t.c) l\'V st .ray· s off f .rc,111 
t l:i ~~ p (.,1. t) ·t (3 .r n , t. C) <) lJ a. d. f C> 1· t~ h. e I) E.t t t <~ r r1 · · 
Or1 c:,. s tr a i gh t f C) 1·w a .rd 1net. ctpl1c):r :i c~a 1 1 e,l E! 1 , !::.1a b bq~t. iJ;~_fi l. i :s 
about sex, concep·tion, and twlr1 births. 
("1 p - r1n · 0 e. , ( ..... i 1 , ...... - r 1· C:' ·t~ }·1 ~· E" g g .;J A .::, Cf · _l . ..) , . . C.~ ,J - • rr} . f . i t . . l . ·"1 r:: i r · 1 r· ::-:; :, n1 E) e _·, -1. r1 g i ::; a s ex t1 ::1 
ur1ior1, the nine-n1onth sabbatical is their pregnancy, and 
together is their ·birtl~t. 
Fenwick spells it all out very clearly. ()f tl1e i l:" 
meetirtg: 
( Orrin arid ( Fer1wic~k) a1:·e slc)ggir1g t1pstrean1 ir1 a sai.l boat 
deciding whether to go up.West Fork or East Fork; Susan and 
her twin, Miriam, are shooting down Langford Creek in a 
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canoe. The two pairs run into each other at the fork in the 
Y and merge at its center on Cac(away Island (184), meet, and 
begin their life together. 
Seven years later, after a biological pregnancy and 
abortion, they decide not to have children at this late hour 
of the worlcl but "to make f111"ther beauty c>f ar1other kincl," (Sabbatical 362), that is, their novel. 
"Wl1at is art,, StJ.sar1 v-1an·ts to know, what are learnir1g 
and civilization, where they must substitute for parenthood 
for whom they are the complement, they are enough; for Sue--
given the magnitude c,f her love--tl1ey are far better than 
Her heart, too, fills, less unequivocally but no 
On a more complicated metaphorical level, Sabbatical's 
second birth analogy refers to t}1e fertilizing of their I 
imaginations, mak·ing their union a twin birth. Fenwick's 
mind is the sperm, Susan's is the egg, and they Meet in 
their Big Bang dream, dreamt from their separ·ate male and 
female perspectives. It is an imaginary sexual union and a 
sexual union of the imagination. Its conception in both the 
sexual and intellectual senses of the word is the idea to 
.-- . ' write the novel Sabbatical, which will be neither one of 
their stories but a story of its own, created out of their 
., 
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love, friendship, . experiences, and ancestry. Like a 
biological child, this novel will give meaning to their 
lives, and, if not make them immortal, will live beyond 
them. In this case, the pregnancy--and labor-- takes place 
as Susan and Fenn write the novel, after the action of 
Sabbaticcll but before its recital. The birth takes place as 
each reader begins the book. 
Again, the analogies are obvious. Fer1n. and Susan 
relate their dreams. Fer111 begins: "Twa:3 brillig arid the 
slithy toves ... " (Sab.h_aticaL204), and then, prompted by the 
sight of the paisley scarf, adds: 
You said once that those paisley things looked 
like fat spermatozoa. That's what the slithy 
toves were, in my dream .... we were all swimming 
along togethe~, upstream, like giant sperm. 
RJ th sperm! ... ,' It was late evening, or early 
nighttime: bf.illig. We were slogging [once 
ag·ain] t1lc~1g' uprit.ream ir.t t,b.e dirn light .... Susart 
is amused, but thunderstruck. Mims and I were 
floating! No: we were like some kind of white-
w ate 1~ c:-; Et r1. c.) e r s , ·b ll i:, r1 C) t~ i r1 a c~ a r1 o e . MC) 1:~ e .1 i };: c~ an 
inflatable dinghy. It was something we were 
wearing, as if eacl1 of us were built into an 
inflatable white-water raft. And we didn't just 
coast along: we were busy steering, navigating, 
radioing back to the ... what? She puts lier 
fingertips to her cheeks. We were these big, 
elastic, floating eggs! .. . Susan was making her 
way clownstrc~a1n w.i th the cu.r·rer1·t, Fer1wj.c.k }1is 
1_~p5 t,:ee~Stn1 agai 11s t, 
1972, our"' Meet. 
different points 
it ,- 'l-" -4 t l" - i'' - ..0 - 1 1 - \".7 - ·-'J re C 1• 1-1 
, , ~::t ..1. l l-1. , 1 :::_! ..L e _L c_) .J.. ..1. <..> v1 e ct , a ~-' 
We dreamed the same dream from 
of view. ( Sabbaticc1l .204-20 5) 
At the end of the novel they do conceive, not a child 
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but a story. Fenwick and Susan, at Cacaway once again, 
become literary rather than 1 i teral "parer1ts-to-be" when 
they realize 11 0ur s·tory needr1't be about us. YoL1 arid I may 
not even be in it .... Yet it's our story. What's 
more .... this story, our story, it's our house and our 
child .... our love will be in it, and our friendship 
too .... It should have ancestry in it and offspring; Once 
upon a time to Happily ever after'' (Sabbatical_356-357). 
Tl1e twir1 stc)ries are joined t,Jgetl1(~r for" LlS by· t~l1e 
atltr1or i.r1 (~ase we mj_ s sed S<)metl1in,g: .. Tl1e de> ir1g ar1ci tt1.e 
t e 11 i r1 g , () u r w r i ·ti r1 g :1 r1 cl o u 1· 1 o vi r1 g--· -·· t 11 e y ' :re t w i r1 s . T·h,... t' C cl ;:;, 
ou.r s tc)ry· ·· ... ~ r.. - - ,,.. ~ .. ~ 
~· 
( r.., 1 l t ' 1 3 f-. r· ) 1,) cl J_ .J a .. 1 (_. ct . _) .) . 
Sexual in1agery pervades the novel. '' Fl esl1b<:-!Ck ·· • is c=.t 
Yi. d di s tt mi s p ~eon 11 r1 c i a. t i o r1 of " ·£ 1 as l1lj cl ck , " b tl t i s meaningful 
in its c)Wn right because it describes the way the past 
carries on to the present through sex and reproduction, the 
beckoning of the flesh: "Let~' s f .le s11 bec~k f)e :3 ~t:, ottr ()Wn 
flesh tc, tr1e spermp::; arid ec~ks ·t .. l1a.t~ n1ade tls; bac~k tc) tl1f~ 
flesh that made them, to -the spermps and eeks that made our 
encestors' flesh. Let's flesh beck to Edum and Eef in the 
Garter1: the ve.ry f ir"st beck of the fle:3h c>f all" 
(Sabbatical 172). Other examples include offhand comments, 
.. like this one of Susan's, illustrating the female point of 
view: "I sure liked goir1g down better tr1an comir1g up~ 1 
C 
.:..!..-· 
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(Sabbatical 169),and Chessie, the famed Chesapeake Bay 
monster, resembling a sperm, which "swi1ns steadily but 
unhurriedly northward like a giant tadpole toward Love Point 
Light and the oper1 Bay.. ( Sabbatical 342) . 
On a simple structural level, the novel is about frame 
stories. Barth is telling tl1e stc>ry of Fenwick artd Susan 
separa·te stories of Fenwick's second heart attack and 
Susart's pregnancy and abortion, plus current joint story of 
l:t()W tr1ey <_;an1t_! t~o write Sg1J1Jati.ca.l., pl·us Miriarn' s st~or·ies, 
' 
' ! stc)ry·, Cr1essie' s st()r·y, Dliga.J.d Tayl_<)I'' s ::;tor·y, t'.l'.-1e 12>c)ir1a' s 
s t.c)I"Y, etc~. 
On a 111ore complicatAd structural level, Sabbat.i(~al: A --··-· ·----··- ~
Ro rna11 c e i s r1 Cl t~ a r1 () v t3 l at a 11. , yet . It is the stc,ry of the 
story we are remir1ded that the book has not yet been 
co1n_plet~e<j. What we are actually reading are the notes, 
conve1·sations, and events that will be incorporated into a 
ri o v el , 1 ate 1~ C) r1 , after t }1 E?. y " a (lr C) it i ·t a 11 Ll p " ( Sabb at i ca 1 
85) . Here Barth is at his Earthiest, having fun with the 
concept on nearly every page. 
For example, Fenwick analyzes the weakness of the plot 
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so far: II his notes on our story, to which the notebook • • • 
is principally devoted, have nearly all to do with either 
such general considerations as the foregoing, or bits of 
narrative to be incorporated ... or images .... Almost none, he 
notes, have to do with description: no bits of scenic 
detail, no faces, gestures, rendered sensations. He makes a 
note of this fact: here must be his short suit as an 
aspiring writer of fiction" (Sabbatical 137-138). 
The novel takes shape even as we read it (an 
interesting demonstration of the law "ontogeny recapitulates 
phy.logeny). Its broad structure is sketched out for us 
about halfway through the novel: 
"Somewhere .i.r1 Part l, THE 
COVE, Key, Sue proposed that we begin in the middle, here 
aboard Pokey, reentering the Chesapeake, say, on the last 
leg of our sabbatical cruise, and then fill in with a series 
of flashbacks what's fetched us here, advancing the present 
action one step between each flashback until the 
exposition's done, just before the·climax" (Sabb~ical 171); 
But there is still a lot of polishing to do. For example, 
after mentioning that Miriam was gang-raped and later· 
tortured by the Shah's thugs, Susan says, "That little 
exposition will have to be fleshed,-out in our story or 
flushed out from it"_(Sabbatical 47), phrasing especially 
appropriate given the Tunning analo~ of conceiving stories 
', 
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and cr1i ldren. 
Later, Fenwick gets off the point while conjecturing 
about tt1e Company arid says, "We must shorten scope or1 both 
ou1 .. I>aranoia and C)U.r wri terly sense of plcJt ·· ( Sabba·ticaJ. 
5 3) . 
Even the footnotes need some work. Ir1 !i foc,tr1ote C)r1 
page 54 the authors introduce Eastwood Ho to us and promise 
Btit in t~:r1eir 
n.c)te C>tl page 2 l 5, they admit~, "0l{c1Y: We d() .rlc)·t l{fl()W ·tt1E~ 
C) :r i g .i n a l r1 ct 1n f~ () f th Et t.·. V .i E~ t .r1 c1111 (~ s E~ f C) l 17 - "1') C) r::: ·t -~ ·r·1 LI ... ··- cl t ·1 (-· --. cl 
. .. . l ~: J: .. - , ..L. l) . A .. , t., - ()lJ p . 
r:: 4 
'-) . . . 
' 
·• 
"· 
At t ., • t t .. V . . . ., C:::: .. • ..... .. ~ , _, .I l l ~ .._) ., <:::l , t:.., 
J ....... . 
S tJ .s ZJ. n a 1· e s t i l .1 E1. .1" g· u. i. rt .1s· tl t> Cl tit. t r1e l. cL r1. g11 age t) 1'1 e y w i 11 u s e : 
S : . . . t., 11 e re ' 11 be rte) r:; f f i r1 g f::.~ f' f i r1 g ::) i r1 C) Ll. r 
F:. Y C)11 in5i st; .. In the face of ·verisin1ilitude. 
S: Eff verisimilitude. 
F : I ' .l .l n1 cl k E.~ ~v C) ll a cl e Et l : I ' l .1 ·ta. k ,~ C) tt t~ t':! v e r y 
effing in the script except the ones in this 
passage, and those I'll soften to 
·· 'eff ir1g. '" ( Sabbatical _14) 
They're still arguing about details in the structure of 
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their novel: 
So what else needs doing in this chapter, Suse? 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • 
If this is really Part Two, there's a lot to be 
done yet. 
I' 1n toe> tired. 
Even if we've crossed a threshold and made an 
almost- night sea-journey, we've still get a 
brother-- or dragon-battle to figl1t an.dour 
in i d d 1 e r c, u r1 d C> f CJ rd ea l s t c, l.tt1 de r g· o , pl us ,3. 
massi vc...:.. Fle:3hbeck tc) 1nc1nage, ·wher(:.~ t}1t~ r'eader 
lea.rns <.)Ur w}-1(Jle ,-past st,ory u1, tc) tl1e sto.r·n1 we 
sta~r·te(J wi ·t.11. 
:B, e r1 r1 c () r1 :3 i d E.~ .t' s . T C) C> b 1 t) C> cl y t, j_ 1, e cJ . C a r1 ' t, w (-=; cl o 
Part Tw() .in two parts? ( Sabt)aticaL_l 24) 
EV t.·-:. n t· 1·1 c~ c· 11 () i· c: p - f r· - ·r .. 1" ,, t i' v· -. p ( 1· ·r t - 1-: V 1· .. T. 7 _ _, . JI ,.___, _.., .. _ ,_, (,) l (3.. . cl (=· _) . l () . . . . e v'J • J ('' ...•. ) st., .i .11 
Llr1dec: i ded. Fenwick gets frustrated with tl1e limited 
C)pt.i C)IlS. 
Nantucket sleighride omniscience! I want our story told 
fro111 t}1e point of view of you and me, Orrin, Cot1n·t, Miriam, 
(' ...:::ir· ··m -~r.. B .. I 
_, (.,l . e~ 1. • ... . . ..,. • . ~, . re ( ''t k -, .... .1 e <_. '"- ..L c. 1. ; Gr·arLclma, Ct1i.ef a.r1cl Virgie, Marily11 
M ~ ·t, ,-. }·1 <...,l . .:) . ' 
boina, your lef·t ovary, Betelgeuse, and the bluefish I think 
we jL1st :3rtagged ()r1 C)tlr trollir1g lir1e ' 1 ( S~ibbatical 233}. 
c-~rnc t~ 0 l 1 ~,~~d ;::j e c:; ...J .J <.J ._, A. c. <. ... e. t.:. _ in talking him out of that point of 
vi (~ w , ·but ll n t i 1 we c.:; a r1 1~ ea. d ·t 11 e f i r1 a 1 , a cl r o it e ci - up v er s i C) .r1 , 
we won' ·t know. 
Two-thirds of the way through the novel, Fenwick and 
Susan even wonder whether they shouldn't take Carmen Seckler 
,, 
out of the novel because she doesn't seem to be pulling her 
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weight: 
" 
In our present mood, Fenn wonders either aloud 
or to his notebook whether formidable Carmen has been earning her keep in our story .... If Carmen B. Seckler isn't going to do more than she's done so far towards advancing our action or percolating our plot, Fenn thinks maybe we out 
to erase even what little we have of her in the 
story thus far; drop her from the payroll, even though she is Susan's mother, Manfred's ex-
common-law wi.fe, and one of Fenwick's favorite people. 
Go aheacl says sL1llen Sue. Tl1.i.s is a zero·-base-budget story. 
No l1i tc!hl1ikers, clgrees dc)L11" Fer1n. No free l<)aderE;. Ne) f eatt1(~1 .. bec1.ders. ( SabtJatical 2 3 6-· 2 3 '7) 
·\ 
• 
(Carmen does earn her place soon afterward, when she 
advances the action with the startling news that Doog Taylor 
In an in·ter(~sti.r1g· twist, sometimE-)S Susi.e and Fenn' s 
actic)r1s C:il"e everi s}1ap,~d by thf~ 1"eqt1i1~(:~1nents for the play or 
novel. For example: ''F· . k ·ct er1w1c ~ ever1 c.:or1s1 t=1rs 
his trusty nine-millimeter handgun, until Susan reminds him 
of Chekhov's dictum that a pistol hung on the wall in Act 
C>r1e must be fired in Act Three" ( S_g_bb;1tica.l 53). 
Accompar1ying tt1e "r1ovel-··ir1-progress" premise is a 
running monologue to the reader, as Fenn and Susan step out 
of narrative sequence to consider different ways to best 
-~, tell their story to us. 
Sometimes this technique • lS played for suspense and 
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foreshadowing: 
"The reader doesr1' t even know yet abot1t Gus and 
Mar1fred, really. 
11 Whctt tl1e reader doesr1' t knc>w yet wc>uld fill a book" 
( Sa b ba·t. i (._~a_L 7 .3 ) . 
Ariel sc>n1etin1t?-S we' re lJ1'(.lLtg·}1t ir1 t,<.J l<eep r,·c;orc~ bei~weer1 
II F 1· ' J 1 J 1 h I k } t' { p r r ' -~ ~ 1") ·- - W r W (::.:, [ .,.. 1·· ( ) W W ·1 'c . C 11 r·, 
_, l . l · . . C cl . . 1 ( CJ l . ___ , l . J .. . r..:l .. ) . .1: • 
SU S <3 Il i r1 S t, r Ll c:: t, ::; t~ f18 I' e l-l de X' t., CJ re tn em t> e l.' t r1 at l i rte : She ' S 
L=1 () .i JJ g t. () Ll s E~ i t, ::Lg· e-i i r 1 :::_; t, J-i f.~ l' 11 Ll ~j l) <:l r1 (.:i 
calmir1g clc)wr1" (.Se1.bb_9 i_ic 9_L ____ l 15) . 
l ~-1 t· L.) ..... '--t .J c~ . .1.. J 
S0meti1nes they d.isagree on Lhe interr,retat.ion of a 
l.'." r. .w 1-·1 e ~ ,..-1 d 1 E~ ~ v t.:. 1·· ·t l , _p· ·t () ·l·; .:.::· • 
._) -..J '-' J. ~ '-\. J.. ' . _. < ... 1. '-.... ., A. . ', ...... .._, • 
dumb things. Well, like (Fenwick to Orrin) What brings you 
here? Let the reader Judge for him/herself" (J:Jabl;;iatiGa.l 
2:2.3). 
half-finished renovation. S0n1etimes they give us 
fleshbecks, sometimes footnotes, and sometimes they let us 
read the notes in their notebook. And once, when tl1ey are 
stumped arid decide to "se·ttle f<Jr efficier1cy, 11 tr1e;y d.r-·op 
their guard long enough to let us know there's an Author 
behind these authors: 
"Isr1't it time, Fenwick asks Susan, 
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to give the reader a quick review of the strange true case 
of ,John Arthur Paisley? We keep dropping that name; he/she 
must be wondering. The reader" (Sabbatical 85). But they 
can'·t decide how to do it smootl1ly, and so ''We put Pokey on 
the vane, but we stand by to override as necessary. In tr1e 
same way, we let the author take the helm of our story and 
brief the reader on THE STRANGE TRUE CASE OF JOHN ARTHUR 
PAISLEY while we split a war1n beer and do some plotting down 
The .A t1 t~hc) 1~ w,J l'cl 1 <::~ !:i sy Cl.f :f e :r ~, r1 ews Pei PE) 1~ C! 1 .i_ :pr, .i r1 gs t() ll s . 
T ci l:> fj f a i r , ()t1 ~::: nrt.l st c~ 1 as .s if v S a.b 1J at i C! a 1 : A I?.<)Ulclr1<::! (; .. -··-·-·-- .. ___ . _____ . ~ ... _ .. --... .... ---·· ~ c•• CL.=, 
Ci rtctt1t.i(~al :3I)~Y l'<)n1ar1c.;e WEit1clcrir1g·--l'1erc) rnyt.t1 f.r·a1ne ~3to_r .. y-··i.r1---
~~r-1A ~~e-.~1-)rJrJ~P ·t.0 ~r·1 , _1 L..t -· .L ,_ l ..t::"' . , • .> __ , 
-../ <.A . ' 'ld 1 • 1 1 ., -. - - ... · ) ... . . . . --. . . . . .. ,,.. .. F' C _1. n :=1 ci r1 t:~ W C. .r . ... , c. <_> lll p .J.. .1 c; {=::t ., ...:_. _ 
s c-::.~ x/ c: <) rl c~ f) P't i. c> rt/ ·t 'it~ i r1 1J .i. rt. I:-1 aria]_ ci g· i C; s· , t1.r1 d c:1. :stir ... ; r:.:! y <.) 1· r~ r1 g J_ i r.1 l1 
[ J i t, e 1:- ct t, ll .1:~ E:. l (I l . (Jr, f-~ C'. an ) t. t) 1 a rn e Pe: rt g tl .i r1 t· <) 1· r:i C) t·, ,:1 ·t, t. e n1 pt i r1 g a. 
P -1" -::.r"l)-c·k <.'i. ) (., . t,j_ .,r ~ • 
the signature Barthian marks of postmodernism that were set 
out in his non·-·fiction, including a playful use of language, 
an Author as creator of his universe, a mixture of realism 
and irrealism, some interesting comments on social 
responsibility, and the usual struggle between complexity 
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The novel's language ranges from clever word games to 
pure poetry. For example, this is a dialogue on point of 
view. Fenwick is advocating a galloping omniscient, Susan an 
unified voice based upon wt1at has worked for the masters in 
l i t. e .r a_ t, 1.11" e : 
F: Let. ~j t111ncl.1~ec1 flc)W(:~rE:. blc)·:3::-ic)n-1. c:c)ttp](; clcJ;;-:;er1, 
<Stnyway. 
~3 : I (~ c.t r1 1 ·1 <::: cl 1~ t~ r 1 f:-: ni r1 c_i w : W1·1 (:=; .t· e cl(_) y () u .r· c) s c:.: :::i get 
C)f f, l ooki r1g d.<)WrL Y<Jt..11.· el it, is t sterns at LI s 
::1 t~ t.1 .t· cl y v-1 c~ E~ cl ;:; ? W c~ ' .r· f~ ct 1 .1 _f .1 () w f.~ 1-- ::., , 1 .. f~ tt 11 )l . 
IF : R i g 1-rt. (J l'l . A 11 f) CJ w c: r ·t ,- 1 t r1 E:: t"1 i T· t:! gr a s s . 0 ·f f 
t. }·1,::.i. 01~ --·1·1 i' -1 C' A·r)h 1· cl l:" 3' D' l-) t, c· , .., _ . L. r c ,_, . r . . _ . . . t:, L . _ ••. , • 
S : We ' v e g () ·t t c.1 tie c '. .i. de . 1) () w f:: c; u .1 t, i v a t. e o u. r 
g a .. r li <~ r1 () r l (?. i_. i t~ g· () t, C) c.l e 1n <) c .r cJ t, i (~ w c~ f~ cl ~, 
················································ 
. . . . . . 
F : Fe t. c~ 11. 1n e .tn }.,. t,-1" c) we l , n1 y rn ct ] 3 t, 11 i ci r1 , 1n y :3 11 e ct r· s , 
1n y 1) C) r1 e rn t~_; a 1 ! 
f; : We ' .11 1:) (~ g .i l"J. t) y W (~ E~ cl i n g· () ll t, ·t, 11 i ::; rl i a 1 C) g U f~ . 
( C o::i l·) l-1 =i t ·1· .- ' ".::» } ') 0 3 . - ') r:, 4 ) 
.-J ~-__l~1:_ ___ ....:_~:=:.~.:_· __ L, ,J •- . C:.. ,_) • 
B t 1 -1_ ... . • tl l . l ' "' "' - f .,.. ,-. " - ' - . . • -. . •' . . ••, -, • "' " r• •. I. ~ - " , •• , .· 
.~ .. 1 , l ~ l t.'i ,::) f l.J. _J J W .1 · l 1.1. ::, L, l c_j l ct C, ,.) t~~ .t .:) 1 . 1 . - - . , •. --c· 1 - . .., . - l ) .J •• io ·-(, .l ,_.l ., ·- g . .1 (_,. ,_) ( 
dot says Fenwick" [Sa.Qbat.J.J:.:fil 2 37 J) and their names ( Susan 
black-eyed Susan, :~, l.1 Ii · ·- b Ll 1' Yl t~ f:3 l'l .S l:l 11 , C: le - ·ry· 
,.J .:~ e J:.J 
(~ -Ll !..."' ar· · 
"---1 ,_.; . l 1 Can Phung Ho cal.ls himself Eastwoc)d Ho; ] . 1.1 S •. 1· ..... d ,..:.t . I. . 
M. . , .. • - • .-- ~'·I -
.1 I 1. cl Ill .:, ,-:J C.) fl is Edgar Allan fio) . 
alliteration and assonance as easily as into his docksi.ders: 
"Okay, he decides, and consults the compass over Susan's 
shoulder, wondering all the while what words best follow 
Once tlpon a time" ( Sabbatical 11) . And he shows off his 
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descriptive talents by comparing them to Fenwick's: 
"Indeed, when somewhere along Maryland 5 two Porsches.pass 
the bus in quick succession, one the color of buttermilk and 
the other of cured tocacco, Fenn cannot summon better 
acljectivf~s fc>r tl1e1n tl1an yellowi~;h·-white ar1cl browr1, t.r1ough 
tl1e r1igt1way at tl1at mcnner1·t ]:1apper1s tc, divide ct tc;lJaccc, f ron1 
d t f II a a1 .ry : a.r1n ( C - bb ... t l' "\ - 1 1 ° 8 )' 
.,.) d. . c:l _J_:...... Ca , . .> • 
The c!or1cept c)f Autl-1c)1~ as c!rea·tc)r of r1is t1niverse is cts 
central to this novel ~s to any of Barth'·s other works. 
in1pl.ied in scenes sucl1 as the one on 
i r1 w t1 i c 11 S us i e .:::t rL d ·FE~ r1 r1 f) u t·, t }1e s ··t c) .r· y o r1 Lt tl t~ () rn a ·t i. <~ p i l C) t arr d 
A 1~ t, 11 Lt 1· Pa i s 1 e y . W~ also get a gl.impse of him in sJ_y 
·1· r· ~ ci. r t 1· -) r ...... l i· •  17· ::.. t 1·1 1· ·-, · )'l .... 
. .. -1 .... i :.:_·. - ·, . • l. . l .:) . . \. (::. .· . . ::) (_) J. (:.~ ir1 clfJ 12v f) (t i.11g cl .i cl 1. C)glJ E~ l)t3·L Wef~tl 
" ("' t 1 C" ·~ r· ·- :r: d Fe .. 1 .... -· ·· · 1 i· 1- -
~.) -l •.. ::rel. 1 ct l _ _. J. .Ll () I ,, lJ. e 
G... d . l 1· J J [. G· l M i... d J r ·) r.-· 1 g ~ .. t p ··1( 1'.<- · :::. -w .-.  L1 •""· •· r· · ....... r · re ·-
. ..) (. • . J. • · l , , . l.... ,_) . · c., . . (.) · . ,:.:., · · .t .:::., ct J. L . c:l l . ., . 
Res·t )l.()U easy. 
Tl1e 1--e Etcle.r cl()(:.~, 11' t) (-; ve.r1 k11<)W yet cl be) t:t t Gus ctr1 cl 
Martf 1,.ed, rf~(~l ly. 
· Wl1at t:.he rt3ctcle1"' dcJesr1' t, kr1ow yet~ wc)u1 c1 f i 11 a 
bool{. 
Oy. Who said that? 
I did. ( Sabbati(~al 7 3) 
:One step below Author Barth and the Universe of 
Sabbatical are authors Susan and Fenn and their future 
book's universe. Sabbatical is the story of that universe's 
) 
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creation, its genesis. Susan, the structuralist of the two, 
makes the Biblical Genesis in seven days seem easier than 
the creation of their book's universe: 
If we try to coordinate each major division of 
our story both with an island landfall (just a 
suggestion) and witl1 one dream of that all.egedly 
"classical 11 five-drean1 seqtter1ce of ct typical 
nigh·t's dreaming (just a suggestion too, despite 
Fen r1 ' s ht) o ·t i n g at t r1 <:.=t t ·b i t of n a r c C) J. ,) gy ; .i t, has 
not escaped Doctor Susan that that sequence 
be al" s a . Ll s a 't) 1 e re s e n1 lJ 1 a r1 c e to t, 11 e f :i. "'"" e ct c ·t s 1') f 
Renaissar1ce and Neoclassical drama, a division 
we 111ight easily integrate with the three of most 
later drama, especially i.f we follow the one-
s c: e :r1 e , t, w C) -· :s c: <-::; r1 e , t 1,1 r e e -- s c~ e r1 (~ s f] c:1 ll ,2 r1 c e ct r1 d 
regard eitl1er the opening scene as an overture 
t t) tr1e <J recl1ns or t·he c~ 1 <) s i r1 g s c2E~r1E:~ a~~; ar1 
awakening therefrom ... _(Sabbatical 124-125) 
Fenwick more often limits himself to creating the 
story's actior1 arid ct1aracteri.zatio11, pc:!r·i.odically remir1ding 
us tl1at his ai1n is verisimilitude, not truth. For exa1nple, 
dozens of pages after introducing Dugald Taylor, Fenwick ''is 
telling his notebook about Dugald Taylor: specifically ... he 
is casting up fic·titious names with a properly Scottish ring 
to tl1e1n, j_r1 case Dc)C)g w.ir1ds up or1 the payrc,11 of C)Ul:" story" 
(pabbatictl_151). 
Another characteristic of postmodernist fiction in 
general and Barth's fiction in part~9ular is its blending of 
~.._..,,· 
realism and irrealism. This novel gives the initial 
impression of realistic fiction, with its descriptive 
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sailing scenes, clipped newspaper articles, and believable 
main characters. But the tension between realism and 
irrealism becomes evident in just a few pages, when Susan 
and Fer1r1 step outside the narratj_ve to· r1ave "A DIALOGUE ON 
DICTION'' ( Sabbatical 11). In addition to intrusions on the 
action like that one, other elements that counter the 
realism incltide the boina's return to Fenn (an aside to the 
reader on page 355 asks: are we really to believe it's 
his?''), the Big Bang dream shared by both of them, the 
appearance of Chessie, Key Island's uncharted existence, and 
the coincidence of tl1eir boat's name Pokey (which Fenn says 
was named by the previoL1s owner but relates to both ·their 
ancestries, Poe Cove, Key Island, and the fact that Poe's 
poem is the key to their realization that the interruption 
of their voyage begins their writing). 
Another point of irrealism in the novel is that the 
dreams of Carmen, Fenn, and Sue are considered as credible a 
source of information about Manfred's and Gus' 
disappearances as any of the meager reports from 
authc)ri ties. No other conclusion is offered. 'I'he aut}1or 
makes no other attempt to tie up the loose ends, as he tried 
so hard to do in The Sot-Weed Factor. ( "Another of ·the 
.. things I wanted to do in [The Sot-Weed Factor] was to.see if 
I could make up a plot more complicated than the· plot of .Tom 
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Jor1es and wrap up all the loose engs without missing one" 
[McKenzie 137].) 
• 
Susan and Fenn reinforce Barth's ideas about the limits 
of realism as they consider how to write their book. Fenn 
• qu1.ps, "Realis1n .is your keel ar1c1 ballaf5t of your effing : .
Ship of Story, and a good plo·t i.s yot1r mast and sails. Bu·t 
1nagi c is y 0L1r wi11cl, c~u-5-· e·· ........ t, • Your literally marvelous is your 
m () t r1e r -- e f f i r1 g w .i r1 d I I (Sabbatical 137) .. 
. ----. ··-------·---·· 
D - -·· p -1· t - t· }1 ~ ~- ·11 ·t }· ') ·t.·"' ' •··• - n .:.l <· J·1.... 1·' ... C ·t .. 1~ c:. ' e ::,S . . , e · ., . . (,_:~ cl .c l (_ . . ,COi cl . (. ...- . _ cl ~~ . (::·' --J constant reminders 
Elfl t3 c;}1i111.11 g: 1 Y I . . ·r·· i:::, ··:. -1 .-. +- 1 ..... _ ···· .-·. ,-· 1·1 e· ..... -c.: . -1. -, \. ( .. \ l . ·- · ' -1 - (_ .. .--.. .,, . _, ,,. .. __ ·-· ·--~· 
-....: l. r· ·~ 't· t1 =~ r1 c· "\' .-.::~ l . l J (__, . ._) - ' ·r1 !'" "}'• ·t·. i·' ( \ 1 1 1 ·~: r 1· y· .t.- t.:-\ .t. . . ..- -.-I - Lt . 
t. 1-1 (~ El c; c~: C) t.:t rt t. () :f Mi rn i ' ::s r· a Pf~~ !3 a .r1 ti. t .. () 1 .. ·t Lt re . Ir ~r-+1--r . L (::t 1 <.) u 1 e . 
11[1. u1lt, .i r1 g· :.5 c~ (~r1 e ) -~· . ~· .~.. (_·• ~ .. C"' - .· F t l] C; t::, r1 r1 , e . . .:., • .,) tl .. :, a .t1 
·to beg at hl~s windows in Spai.r1: 
rl1 }·1·t--::. f i' r. ,-. ··t s:,·.; t· - r· C T .. :-::,. .- ~- i·· j n .- t O ' . T l'lc ar· -, lie· -k .. _ __, ....• ::. c::,-L _.ct l 1 v'I( ... .:)Ci. ( .. C) , .--··,--..t. 1 c~c. .1 ;::., Jl) ~ 
c> tt r 11 (j Et d s ,::t ·t t 1-11~ c) l1 g 1"1 t 1'"1 E.~ w i r1 d <) w -~ -- pr<) rn pt 1 y f i s r1e cl 
ar1 (j l cl 1n() .l cly C) l" ctrl gr3 ··- 1~ i r1cl C) u t~ c) ~f C) 1-11· g rt .r b ag·e , 
spat on our wi.ndow1>ane, and stuck the rotten 
l'" i r1 cl f i :r :s t. .i r1 t () 11 E:: r c) vJ r1 rn C> tl t. l1 c:-t r1 cl t 11 (~ r1 i r1 t. C) 11 e l" baby's. When we drew the curtains, she laughed 
at 11 s -·· ·- a b r a :3 s y t: e r1 C) 1_.. 1 c:t u g }1 t. l1 (::t ·t; I :3 t. i J. 1 (~ a r1 hear-·-and then discussed us in Gypsy Spanish 
with her baby for several 1ninutef; af·terward, 
st cl r1 di. r1 g i. r1 t. r1 e raw r a i r1 , of c CJ tl .rs e . ( _Qg_Q_·b cl tic a 1 
.34) 
The effect of the combination of realism and irrealism 
in Sabbatical is a heighter1ed awareness of what is going on 
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in the fiction, without detracting from the forcefulness of 
the action. It is what Barth had reached for in his essays 
on postmodernism--the transcension of both realism and 
irrealism to create a marvelous story in a form compelling 
to read the first time through and even more rewarding on 
successive readings. Sabbatical is aware of its genre's 
history and turns back on itself to speak to us in a new 
way. This perspective enhances the mere story of Susan and 
Fenn to give us also the story of the story of Susan and 
Fenn, and all the rest of the stories, lectures, asides, 
footnotes, and games in an appropriate structure. 
Although Barth's literary battle cry has been "Muse, 
spare me (at the desk I mean) from social-historical 
responsibility, and ir1 the last analysis from every other 
}: i. r1 d except a .r·t i st i c .. ( F .r· i. day , 5 5 ) , social-··historical 
responsibility is a significant topic in Sabbatical_,__Both 
Fenwick and Susan are troubled by the fact that ''[f]or more 
than half a year now we have not been, and just possibly for 
a considerable while to come we shall not be, teaching the 
gifted or exposing the misdeeds of the CIA or doing any 
other socially useful thing. We have been, in the main, 
indulging ourselves, amus·ing ourselves. 
playing" (Sabbatical 158-159). 
We have been 
Fenwick manages to justify taking a nine-month, self-
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indulgent sabbatical rather than working full time on 
finding Manfred and Gus or doing some other type of useful 
pursuit this way: "The idea of sabbaticals is to catch your 
breath, take stock, get per-spective .... You can be morally 
earnest without being morally afire. You can be serious 
with a smile. You can even be dreamy and self-indulgent in 
your personal life--·whicl1 we aren't, as a rule--and still 
gc~t t(~rrific tl1ings dor1e" (Sabbatical 159). But i.t • lS El 
topic they discuss several times in the novel. 
One of the decisions they were to have made on this 
sabbatical is what to do wi·t}1 their care0rs. (_ ... 1.) lJ S <'":.1. ll 
c:c,r1 sider s r1er s c,c:; i a 1 res I;><)r1 s .i 1) i J_ :Lt. i. E.! s .irt dee id. i r1g w }1etl'1f:: r· t<) 
devote her considerable t~alents tc, scho.larshj_p and the 
t} t} II · ··, 1 t~ ::1 n1 C) () 1 
c~ c) n1n1 un. it y c~ C) 11 e g e ; he 1 pi. n g t .r1 e cl. i s c! d v ar1 tag e ci :i 11 st, e ;1 li of 
writing one more essay on the mysteries of Poe's (Narrative 
o :f A.rt }1 u :t'" G () 1 .. d () r1 P yn1 , ' a s i 11 y· f r-t r r cl g C) a f t e 1" a 11 .. 
(Sabbatical. 321). 
As for Fenn's future social responsibility, he 
considers ei t}1er ·· ackr1<)Wledging that ... it is often necessary 
f C)r good gl)Vern1nents tc) resc>r"t to dirty t1"icks" arid giving 
up trying tb expose the Agency, or devoting his energy to 
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pursuing the disappearance of Gus and Manfred and 
~ 
11 dedicating hi1nself heart and soul" against the C!landestine 
services of the CIA (Sabbaticai 319). 
Susan decides her talents are better suited to gifted 
students; Fenwick, we assume, decides that good governments 
1nust sc>1net.i1ne~:. 1~esc,1,·t t.c) ,ij_rt~y t.ri,.:;ks; .in _ar1y case lie 
chooses creating art over reforming life. • 1.S a 
'b·1·. 
. 1 - ... - - r• · · · ::, -, c• c-· ,.. ·) • rt~ ;::, I-' l) r1 ,:) .1. .1 .1. 1. e 0 .::, ~ .1 1. c u s .. y . 
rf}1e Cl U~~ :3 t, j ()ll C)f C ()l))f> 1 E~X i ty· "../E; r f~ ll S S iDlf) J. "LC i t.y :i r1 t.h i fj 
novel is an i11·teresti.ng one. 
Sabbatical: A Romance C" • po, ~ "' . f .1. •-J c-l .r :fr C)ln z-:i s .i n1p 1 e , c• . .. -.. M""- -- ~ ... •• - - .. , ... · t . 1 tf 1 ,_') .., .t cl .l g 1 . C) r W a l C . --·-·--- ------··--··----------·---
s ·tc)ry·. 
C) f- B·1 r· r" ·t }1 ' .-·, .. t. · 11"1 f::.. r - .. ) V , ;;, l (.:;! - , Q. .f ,j (__) ,1 . 
_.,. 1.1 ( (:_. . ,_I ,, · l l . r[1 r ,.... ·w 1 E... t ~- . . •· 1 :::f - - - ... ' ,. .,. ... ~ .... l r .l c; .. l.l ( . __ .._ rt ~I ..; _ _:.._ 1 e __ 9 !2.t' -· e e (_ · Cl ~_; l () r ) 
() .r (: v~~rt (!11 i.mE; 1~ a. T~1e1~E~ ~rA ~PvA1~a1 .l . .., ..,, C1. . - .~ _. ,...., . 
~ .- ~ - . ..., 
. - , 
- r 
. ,-._, •- ~ f . c· bl t · l ' .r (:::, c_.i ;:; 0 n s . (__) l h.) a ·- ) C! 1 l (._, Cl ,_I g "l-" f';. ,. t· :"..ll l .. 
_ I. .., C-1. t~ . 
·--.... ·· . 
. 
.,... - ~ ...... ....., -- ;• 
' . l . 1 t cl c; c; e ::) :-::i .1 ) 1 . , Y . - ""' ~ ... F . t . 11:J ,, 
not so imposing i11 length or r·ange of characters as the 
the language and setting of the base plot are 
grounded in the realistic preser1t. Interspersed between 
• l C' . ,::) 
dialc)gues <)n the li t,erally marvelous, _Greek: myth, Frei tag's 
Triangle, and Ho Ca Dao poetry are references to Carmen's 
Mercedes, Woodward and Lathrop's beret counter, Watergate, 
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beaujolais, and dirty Pampers. 
'' 
' ' ,.! 
This doesn't lower the 
I novel to the level of the "Madison Avenue venality" Barth 
criticizes in the modernists' writing, but it does give it a 
trendier tone. 
The third reason for the relatively easy access of 
this novel is the author's running explication of everything 
that's l1appening. When location is significant, we get a 
prc>mp·t: 
"You sail under the Bay Bridge; you round Kent 
Island; you enter the mouth of Chester River at Love Point. 
Got your bearings, reader?" (SaQ].::if!t._,lcal 184) . Subtle poir1ts 
supposes, that succumbs to two particularly nasty, almmst 
:feral schlups from the machine, which subsequentJy purrs 
like a fed cat" (futbbatical 295), Tr1en lt=iter, ii,. It was 
t.win~5 ! 
tr 
.c enn. 
I didn't have an abortion, 
I had two abortions .... that double shlup from the 
vacuum aspirator, as if the dog Tibor had gobbled two baby 
rni.c~e ! ',. ( Sabbatical~ 332). Fenn and Susan even explain ·the 
most basic imagery of the story for us: 
telling, our writing and our loving--they're twins. 
ou1 .. story·'(Sabbatical 365). 
That.' s 
Barth's own comments on the topics of simplicity and 
accessibility Sabbatical are revealing: 
''By tl1e fall of 
1981 I had finished a new novel, Sabbatical: A Romance, to 
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be published in June of the following year .... it is a 
shorter and altogether simpler story, which I hoped might 
recoup some of my publisher's investment in 
\ 
LETTERf:i ... "(Friday 215). So at least one of Barth's goals 
for the publication of this book was to make it a more 
L 1.'.' 
popular success than LETTERS. This goal is in keeping with 
his program for postmodern fiction, which, "without lapsing 
into moral or artistic simplism, sl1oddy craftsmanship or 
Madison Avenue venality ... nevertheless aspires to a fiction 
more democratic in its appeal than (late modernists' 
fictior1]" (£riclgy __ 203). 
I r1 .. Jc, }1n I3 a r th , .E . F' . W a l k i E~ w i c z C' a ... y ,-, 
.:.> ,J Sab·batical 
- -·--
"should probably be taken as precisely that, as the product 
l (::;. C' C! 
_, ,:) •-' intense activi.ty following the massive 
expenditure of creative energy involved in the genesis of 
Bar·th's seventh OPLlS 11 (14(J). 
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Cri tici.sm on Sabbatical 
In spite of Sabbatical's simpler story line, shorter 
length and more democratic appeal, many critics and 
reviewers still found the novel difficult to follow and 
self-indulgent and gave it mixed reviews at best. 
This reaction did not surpriseBarth: 
that [Sabbatical J too [w.i th LETTER..£2] would get banged on the 
head not solely for whatever its own demerits but for its 
author's having been generally badmoutl1ed, along with other 
American 'postmodernist' writers, by the likes of John 
Gardner ... and Gore Vidal" (Frid;;;tY'. 215). 
r, . t . 
.::>()me cr1 1.cs, 
such as Mordecai Riohler, find the plot 
too conft1sing to understand: 
" ... t,() CC)lllf~ C! 1 ear1 tl10L1gh I 've 
read Sabbatical twice now I'm still not sure what it's ---.. ··---·------
about- -what actually happened ··what was dreamed· -[1nd any 
attempt to summarize the plot would be futile. It would 
e 1n b ct 1· 1: a s ;:.; 1n e " ( 7 8 ) . 
Christopher Lehmann-Haupt's comments in the ~w York 
Tin1~. a.re mc>re ·typi(Jal: 
The novel "seems to be working fine 
on a realistic level" with a "strong and suspenseful 
plot ... vivid and memorable characters ... full of dramatic 
surprises, striking seascapes, forceful prose and 
... It even has sex and scintillating dialogue. 
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violence .... Why, then, does Mr. Barth fiddle around so? Why 
does he strew his text with footnotes and headlines? Why 
does he muddle us (at first) with narrative shifts from 'he' 
t,o ishe' t~o 'we'? Wl1y does he ir1ject his plot with 
classical literary references and shoot it full of p11ns and 
wordplays? ... Why, • . 1 n ~:i 1.1 rn , dc)es lie take such troubJ.e to 
• 
scramble all. the realistic conventions of J.iterature, and 
tl1e reade x· w i 1.1 ttr1clE! rs tc1.r1cJ?" ( 2 3 ) . 
I r1 a ·r in1f~ 
------
' l" fj V l E~ W ., f ·1- • ,- . ) . C· ~ .-···· .. -:, ). (._, W , ,) · l J .. ::1 
' \ 
., 
' 
' I 
. t . 
. ) -:: - F~ ,. ('lo .. 1 rni:- cl. .1 _.11 ·-' e 
WJ i' t 1- t i. - c· - •'f - m (" c· .· ·, 1 11e .. .,e gct : .. .!,->. He sees the novel as a story answering 
t, l1 c~ <~Lu c~ :3 t, i () r1 · · W }1 a i~. i f 8"'l t~ :t~y () r1 E: .. J_~ C' .:J 'l ' S (')11' ("' () ;,·1 i::, ( ~ ·~ p . ,:. ' 
... • .1 _, ... J. i..._., ._.. • ·- ..J ·-' 
d n r, 1,.. re a n1 : . . . .:.:) u c 11 plus 
-, . . " - ~ -~ ' -~ ~ . '"" ••. ·" L . . h. L . 
~:.I O .t J. (:~ .:'.) w .L i I - l n ::, 01 .1 t:~ s ' objets trouves (newspaper 
1 f • ' d c 1pp1ngsJ, an many, rr1~ir1y f C)CJtr1c, t~ es . In other woi~ds Barth 
r, A c~l1t1mmi 1.y f ac~et ious s,~ri l) t) 1. e a l)<.)Llt ~:1 f o rmE;;r C~ IA 
c_) f"'. f i' c~ e·:~ """ - r ..:l 
_ ..!... (11<- and all the weird, wacky tl1ir1gs 
t 11 Et t l1a pp(~ r1 t () t l1 em ~ t w ix ~t stern a r1 d st L1. 1~ 1:.i () a r cl , · · i s r.1 c> w 
Ja1nes Wolcott describes the novel. 
fiawkes] i~; ·that they' J:"e ~=3c) characte:~is~tic ... ~ <)nee agair1 John 
Barth has tricked tlp a novel which imitates the stratagems 
that go intc) trickir1g·-up a novel 1 ' (14),. 
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Richler is also ulimately disappointed: "There is so 
" 
much that is appealing, even wise, in Sabbatical that I 
finally found it irritatingly cute. I hope that the 
shortcoming is mine, not the author's .... Seductive here, 
touching there, but ultimately confusing. Unsatisfyir1g. 
Undone, perhaps by its own cleverness, a highly refined 
prc)pensity for .literary garnes and riddles" (78). 
Tt1e cri ti(~s a11d revi(:!We1 ... s f ir1<j the same problems wi.tl1 
this book as they did with the body of Barth's fiction. 
ScJme uride1·sta.t1d w1~1at. Bar·ttL is trying t.c, [-tc~c!c>mpl i sl-1 arid judge 
his writing on how successful his attempt was. 
who do not grant him his premise of the program of 
postmodernist fiction or do not understand what he • l c· ,...) ·trying 
.. 
view, for intruding on the narrrative--for doing almost all 
<Jf the things }1e has set out to do beyond writing a romance 
or a spy r1c>vel. (-, . . _,ri tic.:s and reviewers ask· wl1y, when he has 
such a way with words and suc}·1 a strong sense of story, he 
ruins his story by straying from the plot and playing games? 
Lehmann-Haupt suggests that a proper answer to this 
t 
question would require a study of literary modernism and 
Barth's past fiction, although he doesn't consult either in 
his article. A study of postmodernism and Barth's non-
I 
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fiction, does in fact quickly ·answer many of the questions 
he and the other critics raise. According to Barth, the 
contemporary artist's challenge is to ''transcend both the 
nineteenth-century middle-class realism and the reaction to 
it, moderr1ism" (Fr~Lday 203), and to " ... somehow rise above 
the quarrel between realism and irrealism, formalism and 
'-\ 
'contentism,' pure and committed literature, coterie fiction 
and junk fiction'' (Friday 20~1). Postmodernist literature 
should be aware of where it's been and turn back on itself 
to create new literature that appeals to our still-human 
.--~ 
hearts and minds, Barth says. 
In spite of his questions, Lehmann-Haupt does find some 
of Barth's irrealistic touches worthwhi.le: 
Mr. Barth's willful violation of realistic 
literary conventions forces him to make use of 
ar1 ex t e r1 s i v e :3 e t c.) :f r1 <) .r1 l" f~ tJ 1 i ::; t, i c; c) n es . Tl1 es e 
p e 1· s i :3 t~ (~ r1 ·t 1. y ca 11 at t e r1 t. i C> r1 ~t. o the i r C> ~,1r1 
artificiality, as well as to ·the artificiality 
C) f a 11 1 i t e 1: a r y (::,ORy~ r1 t i c) r1 s . Yet p ;11~ ad C> xi c] a 1.1 y , 
they don't. in ~tnf way compromise the reality of 
the characters themselves or what is happening 
to them .... [The nonrealistic technique] ... builds 
its own kind of suspense .... The question becomes 
ever more compelling whe-ther the book is going 
to resolve itself by exploring a realistic 
mystery ... or whether the resolt1tion is merely 
going to explore the book's techniques. (23) 
Leh1nann--Halipt' s conclt1sior1 is that the novel, al though 
" 
"ever so slightly claustrophobic," works: "The story's 
reality and technique increasingly flo~ into each other to 
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form a surface continuity like that of a Mobius strip. Or 
to put it another way, the reality is the technique and vice 
versa ... . the novel ends up being a novel about how the same 
novel came to be written" ( 23-). 
Walkiewicz, familiar with Barth's nonfiction, 
1·ecc)gr1izes "tr1e fusion of tr1e far1ciful a11<.i i.rreal wi.tr1 the 
topical and realistic'' as a characteristic of the literature 
The novel, l1e believes, 
. . . c~ an lJ e s ::rv c) r· E.~ d l) y a r1 y o r1 e f a n1 i l i. a I' w i t. r1 t }·1 e 
g e r1 e r :.-l l c tl 1 t. tl r a 1 c C> r1 ·t ex t a11 d c; a pat) l. e C) f p L~. t t i. rL g· 
( t w . ) '!:.:j 1'1 ··J + w ,-) t () :r F) t 1- (~ ....... ' A t t 11 .. C ·- J'r) (-" t· 1· 1n -· ·t }1 -~ c <... • .l <. u . . .. g _. 1 .... .L • . .\ , . e .:~) ct J =-~ , . t.:.:.~ , • e 
author has not forgotten the reader whose 
fidelity he has won. Fc)r the ini·t.iated reader 
who has followed him through the (Funhouse,' 
Ba r· t. f 1 ' :s 1~ l1 x· p () :::; e :f u 1 11 ;3 e C) f l'' <-=?. J. Ci t. i v l~ 1 )/ <) l-) v i c) 11 f-5 
devices, such as the essential premise that 
F (::.~ r1 w i <:~ l<'~ 21. r1 c1 ~3 11 ~:, .::1 r1 ,:t 1" t.; (! <) n1 p C) ::J ~L 1~1 t;" t. l1 E.~ i 1· ::i t () :r .Y ct s 
they live it and we read it, may in itself hold 
cl c C:: x· ·t a i. r1 ::" i g r1 i f i c a r1 c=:: E~ . !1 C> .1~ e C) v e l' , b }' cJ d }1 r::~ 1· i r1 g 
t C) 11 i s f) r· cl c; t i c..; (2 c1 f we .av i r1 g rn () i~ .i f s a r1 cl r) t1 .1· a s e s 
f l" () rn }1 i. ;5 J) .1 .. e \T i 1.) l l s w· () .r.' k: ;3 i n t. <) t 11 e c: () 1n .r) () ::-:- .i t i () r1 , 
Barth makes this compa.ratively simple tune 
1 .. eve.rt) t~ l' ;:-1 t, (:: f <) 1· t~ 11 C) :~_; e:~ :f an1 i 1.i ;3 .r· i·? .i t, ]1. 1·1 j_ s f .i ct i C) n 
as a wl1ol(=J. ( 144) 
In a New York Ti1nes Book Review article Mic}1ael Wood 
------·--· .... -,.... -· ----- ' 
criticizes not only Barth's structure but his word play and 
l[1ngt1age as well. He f i !1 d s J-1 i s j <~ k f~ s ur1 fun r1y , " [ a J n cl the 
~ 
jokes, alas, go together with the book's greatest 
.pretension, which is to surround the literal voyage with 
~ 
homilies about t:J:-1e str.eam of life arid ·the sea of the 
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Several critics are annoyed by what they perceive as a 
smug, self-congratulatory tone in the characters' dialogue. 
Gray points out: 
"Susan and Fenn congratulate themselves on 
how well they are living and writing their novel. 
'My hat 
is off to us,' Susan says. 
'Well done, us.' She leads 
cheers for her husband's sensitivity: 'That's some intuition 
you had there on the rampart.' Fenwick returns the 
compliment: 
~what a teacher you are, Suse. No wonder your 
students fall in love witt1·you. ' ... The possibility that 
tl-1est~ people are ffi()tl.C)mar1iacc1l mc)r1sters is nev(-3_r rais(~d" 
(78). Wolcott calls them a "nautical Sonny and Cher"(16). 
Gray summarizes, "Readers steeped in Barth's work may 
be able to deny or evade this issue .... But those who feel 
claustrophobi.c in the presence of smug, self-deluded 
soliI)f.;is1n may al::.iC) ci.e(;.ide ·to sl{ip the who.le e:,s:'}_::>e:rience. 
Barth has often been a pleasant guide through the states of 
his mind; Susan and Fenwick, his alter egos, are not'' (78). 
Richler, on the o·ther hand,_ likes the characters much 
more than he likes their author: 
"Burj_ eel beneatl-1 a.11 thj_ s 
unlikely foul play--the stuff of spy fiction, never worked 
out--is a tender, sometimes movingly written love story. 
The story of Fenn and Susan.· Alas, I fear they deserved a 
better book. 
w 
-~ ... 
A little more help f ro1l1 the author" ( 67). ~ . 
78. 
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Is there too much of Susan and Fenn or too little? Is 
there too much subtl_ety in the word games or too little? 
Does the blending of plot and technique make the book a 
success or cause it to fail? 
The diversity of opinion on central questions like 
these il.lustrates the diffic11lty of Barth's postmodernist 
cl~ire.c~tj_ve tc, trart:3cer1d l"'f~c:tli.s1n rt11cl i1"rt:.al.is1n C:i.ncl tl1e c.)tl1e1~ 
anitheses of modernism and postmodernism. 
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Conclusion 
As an illustration of Barth's theories of postmodernist 
fiction, Sabbatical: A Romance is a success. 
.... Its universe, 
in a clever exception to Barth's general statement that 
realism is boring, presents realistically a universe of its 
own in the making, with the "authors" deciding such values 
as the importance of realism versus the Literally Marvelous 
ir1 their 1:>ook. This ground situation allows the novel to 
transcend both realism and irrealism to create a new 
Ttte :r1c>ve1. also trar1sc:!er1ds f<Jrn1al ism c:tr1d 
pu.re ar1c1 cc)1nn1j_ t.t~ecJ .l i ter,itL1.r(:~, ar1d c~ote.ri.e 
- , • ..,,, I 
fiction and junk fiction through this combination of a 
simple, realistic, even trendy story about two authors 
discussing the value of complexity, artificiality, and 
S_abbatical' s setting is a perfect place to \ 
"rediscover validly the artifices of language and 
Ti terature--such f ar··-out notions as grammar, 
punctuation ... even characterization! 
68) . 
Sabbatical is more accessible, more democratic in its 
appeal than any other of Barth's novels since The End of The 
Road. It is a fine story the first time through and is rich 
enough i~ meaning and language to yield even more pleasure 
,,, 
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on successive readings. Though technically up-to-dateJ it 
still deals with "marvelous story," subject matter that 
appeals to our hearts and minds as the great myths and 
legends always have. For these reasons, it follows 
postmodernism's directive of greater accessibilty than 
r 
modernism, which Barth hopes will reach and delight, at 
least part of the time, those besides professional 
specialists c>f literature. 
Other ways in which Sabbatj.ctl illustrates Barth's 
program for contemporary fiction include his imaginative use 
of language and the fact that his choice of place, choice of 
viewpoint, choice of cadence, and cast of characters are all 
relevant to his story rather than grdtuitous. 
In Sab_b_gtical_, Barth demonstrates rather than discusses 
his theorier-; of f ict:ion by making Susan and Fenn authors as 
~ell as characters. Fo.r <:3Xarnple, and Fenn discuss how 
the structure of mythic adventure works well as a narrative 
form, even as that structure shapes their own story, 
reinforcing both their point and Barth's. 
At other times, the characters parody Barth's and 
others' highbrow theories of fiction with such comments as 
that Michener has a lot more money and readers than Horace 
( or Bartl1) does. Or Susan and Fenn cancel out the '-... 
believability of instances of Literally Marvelous With 
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asides to the reader like "are we really to believe it's his 
[lost boina]?" (Sabbatical 355). Or they mock the quasi-
documentary feel of the text with games like the footnote on 
Eastwood Ho's nickname that refers the reader to a second 
footnote, in which the reader then is told that the author 
really doesn't know the answer. 
Sabbatical also demonstrates some of the problems with 
BE1rtr1' S ~7riting. Though he claims to be aspiring to make 
his fiction simpler, he also admits to delighting in 
arbitrary complexity. This tension seems somewhat awkward 
in Sabbatical, as if when he tried to make his fiction 
• e ':'.l~J F··r .., Cl •-' .. __ . of Etcc:~e s s, the word and structure games lost SC)ffie (Jf 
their subtlety and became heavy-handed and obvious. 
awkwardness is most apparent i.n the birth and abortion 
imagery, where he explain::, metaphors r;everal times in 
increasingly simpler terms, and in his statements that sum 
up the most basic metaphorc:; of the book, such as "If life 
a vc)yage, rec=td.er·, a VClY~1.ge n1ay be like .life" ~o ( Sab1Jati(]al -.. q .. ,, ______ .. ___ --
200) . Critics have pointed out instances in Sabbatical 
• lS 
where Barth has failed to balance evenly those antithetical 
values of premodernism and modernism necessary to create 
postmodernist f i.ction. 
Barth has said that he believes postmodernism, or the 
· literature of replenishment, because of its greater 
·;. 
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accessibility, can becom.e more popular than·· late modernism 
among the general reading public. Sabbatical: A RomanG.§, his 
most simple postmodernist novel to date, did not 
fulfill that hope. Tidewater Tales, his latest book, 
published in 1987, is no easier of access. Will Barth come 
up with a postmodernis-t best-seller? In his universe, 
anything is possible, but in this one it seems unlikely ·that 
complexity, and literary cross·-references of his novels 
r1ow. 
" 
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